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ABSTRACT

An experimental invo~stigation of the performance of an Air

Cushion Landing System (ACLS) on a one-tenth scale model of a CC-115

__Cnda icatis discussed. Severil dI~ffern~t sye of tests. wcr e"
L9~

44-,-conducted on an extended version of the ACLS trunk at simulated full-

scale trunk pressures of 315 psfg, out of ground effect, and 342 psfg,

in ground effect. Cushicn pressure was 160 psfg, in ground effect,

during hover. The experiments involved: vertical drop tests to measure

the effects of sink. rate and initial attitude bet'oeen full-scale sink

rates of 3.0 and 10".5 fps, aid attitudes of pitch and roll from 0.0 to

12.0 and 0.0 to 7.F degrees, respectively; static equilibrium tests to

measure vertical stiffness, roll stiffness, pitch stiffness, and floor

pressure exerted by the ACLS with loads up to 4.1 times the aircraft

landing wiight; and braking tea~ts to obtain the effects of changing

Spillow thickness between simulated full-scale heights of 0.0

inches and 26.0 inches.

The results of the vertical drop tests revealed that the air

cu~hion will absorb most of the landing impact load except at initial

attitudes of 12.0 degrees pitch, where the airt laft fuselage could

touch the ground. Vertical stiffness test results showed the extended

version of the ACLS trunk -to be 39% stiffer than a previous shorti'r 3

veso eweight vertior pressurentest vorfi0ad that thmes tCLe aircraft

lersiong beigtwee veortia loadur ranest oerfi0.ead 19thaes the ACSarcraft

cudland on liw strength runwayý and never exert pressures highcr than

ii.4



3.8 psi above the atmospheric, full scale. Braking tests concluded tI, maximum deceleration of the aircraft was about. 0.34 g, and that increE ing

pillow thickness above 10.8 inches, full scale, would not increase that

decel~ltation rate.
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DROP AND STATIC rESTS ON A TENTH-SCALE MODEL

OF AN AIR CUSHION LANDINGSYSTEM (ACLS)

I. Introduction

Background

The Air Cushion Landing System (ACLS) Project is a development

program being conducted by Joint cooperation between t:he Air Force Flight

Dynammir lahnrat'ry at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, and the Canadian

government. The system eliminates the need for a conventional landing

gear by replacing it with a cushion of air directly beneath the fuselage

of the aircraft. The cushion supports the weight of the aircraft during

takeoff, landing, and taxiing. Since this cushion supports the weight

of the aircraft over a large area, Lhe pressure on the landing surface

is low (I - 4 psi above atmospheric pressure). Thus ACLS allows large

aircraft to land on snow, tundra, and other unprepared types of runways.

In addition, the ACLS provides a weight savings compared to the conven-

tional landing gear as that on the C-5.

The cushion of air i- formed through the use of an elongated

doughnut-shaped trunk, which is physically attached to the bottom of the

aircraft fuselage (see Fig. l). Air is supplied to the trunk from a

source on the aircraft, and it flows from the trunk through hundreds of

tiny holes on the bottom of the trunk. The air from these holes forms

a continuous jet curtain around the periphery of the trunk. The curtain

thus acts as a seal ajainst air etaping from the cushion r( in and

secures a pressure of 1 to 4 psi above atmospheric under the fuselage,

and this pressure, or air cushion, supports the entire weight of the
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aircraft as it approaches the ground. The trunk is constructed of rubber

and nylon and stretches approximately 300% from an uninflated state in

order to be in the proper landing mode. During flight, the trunk is

deflated and hugs the fuselage of the aircraft (Ref 2:7).

Braking is performed by pressing a braking material against the

ground. The braking material is secured to each of six pillows which are

attached to the bottom of the trunk as shown in Fig. 1. When braking is

desired the pillows are inflated, and this presses the braking material

against the landing surface and raises that portion of the trunk to which

the brakes are attached above the surface. As the trunk is raised, the

Jet curtain is broken, allowing cushion pressure to decrease and placing

part of the aircraft weight on the brakes instead of the air cushion.

Steering is accomplished through the use of differential braking as is

done on a caterpillar tractor. Right brakes are applied to turn right

and the left to turn left (Ref 2:7).

Present program development is being geared to a full-scale flight

test of the ACLS on a deHavilland CC-115 Canadian aircraft (C-8 Buffalo

is the U.S. version of the aircraft). As such, all recent testing of the

system has been done using scaled models of this aircraft with ACLS

attached. Some of the tests have been accomplished by the Air Force

Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, on a

quarter-scale model of the CC-115 and other tests by Bell Aerospace

Company of Buffalo, New York, on a tenth-scale model of the CC-115.

Model testing of the systam is required to help substantiate design.

Theoretical prediction of ACLS functions is difficult; since operation

of the system involves many interacting events such as trunk deflections,

3



transient increases in cushion and trunk pressure, variations in back

pressure, and forward and reverse flow through the air supply equipment

of the system (Ref 3:1).

The quarter-scale tests conducted by AFFDL involved vertical drop

tests which determined the effects of vertical velocity and attitude

Juring a landing with the ACLS and vertical static load deflection tests

of the system. The model was dropped simulating sink rates of 9, 11,

and 12.5 fps and at various attitudes of pitch up to 10 degrees and roll

of 0.0 and +7.5 degrees. Static loading of the model was accomplished up

to twice the weight of the model to obtain static stiffness (Ref 3:ii).

Some of the tenth-scale tests accomplished by the Bell Aerospace

Company also involved drop tests and static stiffness tests of the model.

rhese drop tests were conducted at sink rates from 5 fps to 12.7 fps with

various attitudes of pitch up to 8.5 degrees and roll up to 6.2 degrees.

The model was statically loaded up to 1.5 times its weight (Ref 1:362).

The AFFDL tests were accomplished at a different full-scale center

of gravity location than the Bell tests, but both series of tests were

done with a shorter version of the trunk than is being presently proposed.

ihe full-scale difference in leng,.i between the two trunks is 17.5 inches.

The Bell Aerospace Company did perform forward velocity tests on the

longer trunk, but these tests will not concern this report. In addition,

AFFDL drop tests were accomplished at a different design trunk pressure

than the Bell tests.

This study was conducted to gather more data on the ACLS and

particularly on the longer version of the trunk. The tests of this

report involve only the long trunk, and the drop and vertical static

4



I
stiffness tests of this report will be compared to similar tests done by

Bell and AFFDL to show differences between long and short trunk responses.

Definition of Terms

The following are certain terms and phrases that will be used

throughout the remainder of this report:

1. Cushion Pressure PC' Pressure of the air within the cavity

created by the fuselage, ground, and the doughnut-shaped trunk. In a

hover near the ground or taxiing condition, the cushion pressure is the

pressure supporting the weight of th, aircraft. The design cushion pres-

sure is determined from the fact that a certain pressure is required to

support the weight of the aircraft in a hover condition. The design

cushion pressure of the rodel was found to be 16 psfg.

2. Trunk Pressure PT" Pressure of the air contained within the

doughnut-shaped bag or trunk. This pressure keeps the bag inflated to

desired design conditions and provides the desired velocity of the tiny

jets issuing from the numerous holes. Air for trunk pressure is supplied

from onboard fans. This air leaves the trunk through the tiny holes on

the trunk bottom and also through trunk vent holes in the cushion cavity.

These vents supply air to the cushicn. Thus, to maintain a specific

cushion pressure, a certain trunk pressure is required. The trunk

pressure is adjusted by covering or uncovering the vent holes.

3. Out of Grouord Effect OGE. This is a design point for the

system. In model testing under this condition, the model is raised above

the ground until cushion pressure is 0.0 psfg. At that point the design

trunk pressure is obtained by covering or uncovering trunk air vent holes

located in the cushion cavity. L



4. In Ground Effect IGE. This is another design point for the

system. For this case, in model testing, the model is left in its hovev

condition on the ground with full weight of the model being supported by

cushion pressure. While in this condition, the design trunk pressure is

again obtained by adjusting trunk air vent holes in the cushion cavity.

5. Center of Pressure C.P. This point is the geometric center

of the ACLS consisting of the

trunk or bag and cushion (see

Fig. 2). It is the point where

the resultant force generated by C.G.

the ACLS islocated. On the air- 00 .F

craft the c.p. is forward of the

center of gravity. Fig. 2. Location of C.P.

6. Scaling Parameters. These parameters are factors used to obtain

full-scale values from scale model results. The scaling pararnters have

been previously determined using a dimensional analysis based on a

constant Froude number of air flow beneath the ACLS and a constant linear

acceleration of the aircraft (Ref 3:5). In this report all values given

will be the actual ,alues obtained from a 1/10-scale modci of the CC-115

aircraft, unless otherwise specified as full-scale values. Table I shows

the terims applicable to this report and the necessary multiplying factor

needed to obtain full-scale values from 1/10-scale terms.

7. 9-Load. A 1 g-load in the vertical direction corresponds to a

force equal to the weight of the aircraft. The g-load does not directly

refer to the acceleration of the model. To obtain acceleration In terms

of ge -32.2 ft/sc 2 , 1 g should be subtracted from the value of the g-load,

k'



TABLE I
1/10 Scaling Par.ameters

Term Model Value Scale Factor Full-Scale Value

Acceleration, lir.ear a 1 a

Area A 102 102A

Density p 1 p

Force F l03 103 F

Length L 10 IOL

Mass M lO3 103M

Moment of Inertia I 105 1051

Pitch 0 1 0

Pressure P 10 lOp

Pressure Ratio P1/P 2  1 PIIP2

Roll 1

Sink Rate or Velocity Vt 101/2 lol, 2 vt

Time t o10/2 .101/2t

VolIme V 103 10 3V

V116, ht W10 10 3W

(Frcrn %ef 3:6)
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Thus an object at rest on the floor is at a +1 g-load condition and 0 ge

acceleration in the vertical direction. A +1 g-load points up and away

from the floor, and is the floor's reaction to model weight.

8. Pitch and Roll Direc-

tions. When referrir.g to pitch STARBOARD PO?1T

and roll angles, the sense of
ROLL

angle rotation will be repre- J ýi AFT

sented by the sign of the angle

as shown in Fig. 3. PITCH

9. Load on the ACLS-. This 07H9 o ont ASFig. 3. Sense of Roll and Pitch Angles

load consists of all the force acting on the ACLS including the weight of

the model. Thus a load on the ACLF of 140 pounds consists of 39.1 pounds

of model ieight and 100.9 pounds of additional load on the model.

10. Static Stiffness. This is a measure of the rigidity of the

ACLS trunk and cushion under vertical and moment loading conditions.

Vertical, or level, static stiffness neasures the rigidity undcr dcwnward

loads on the ACLS, while pitch and rol, ;tiffness measures rigidity under

moments about the center of gravity in the roll and pitch planes

11. Area of Trunk Contact. When loads much above 1 g9-lwd are

felt by the ACLS, the trunk shape near he ground tangent devidteS fl'ro.,

its rounded shape and begins to flatten. lhe trunk does noc make surface-

to-surface contact with the floor, but the trunk is flattened by the

pressure between it and the floor. Thus, area of tr'unk contact -is the

amount of area of the trunk that is flattened under load.

12. Cushion Area. The cushion pressure is e-erted on a cushion

area which is the area inside the normdl trunk ground tangent line

(see Fig. 4). The area under B is constant while that under A and C

.... .... ... ......



depends on tfr. amount of bag de-

flection and the valu,, of cushion

pressure during loading. The

change in A and C has been found

tobeminimal since the trunk tends A B C
to fl tten outside the hover ground 7777T // / 77/

tangent line. Therefore, the tests

in this report assume a constant Fig. 4. Cushion Aroe

area for A, B, C, during all vertical loads above model weight.

Purpose

The ACLS is a rapidly emerging technology, but more data are

needed on the actual operation of the system in order to verify design

criteria and confirm results of previous teoting. Furthetxiorti, the

extension of the 'length of the trunk has created a nered for mort opera-

tional data of the extended trunk system. As has been stated, at,

analytical or computer approach to obtain this desired data Is lifficult

due to the many interacting phenomena. Thus scale model experimental

testing becomes the most effective mathod of gathering good data on the

many interacting variables of cushion pressure, trunk pressure, bag

deflection, and trunk area contact of the ACLS. In that light the pur-

pose of this study was to experimentally examine the following:

1. Effects cf vertical velocity and attitude of the aircraft on

the ACLS performance during landing, in teirs of cushion

pressure, trunk pressure, and g-load at c.g.

2. Static stiffness of the ACLS in level, pitched, and rolled

a~ti9tudes.



u-- -. v- r r t¶ tlaq (it -¶ I 'im lA10

tht, ACLS,

S Lfftlcts (it tII-Kt pi I Ilw hoijght ( (tC~ltie; of tirko pi I lowý

'from 010 bttom 0, tho trunk to tho Condtact with tho 14140i10w

Surfoce ) kil (u(h I on pr't suI'e, trunký pro%% U1~,41 'Nid bltWaInu

lI vvt Nil.

11 Add i t I oi.n the exp)r itian td 1 dal tU 9a thered fr tI'i 1 abov. h , i k

colip•por~d to *'rovi L)u tvtýt~ conduc tod o11 oioqUU 't.l' and olle-toltth Scale

models; ind the rmesults trom ! (1livwl attitude only) dild IA, 4bove, are

c(0n1ar1ed to prOViOLuS One,1(1uLrter Scalta Illdol tosts. 1ho quartm'-.rca l

data qu •td in this report have been convwrtid from quarter-.icalu valuos

to tenth-.szale terms

111 previous tehtinq similar to that of this study waL conducted

usinq a trunk shorter in length than thaL being presently proposed, The

tests of thib study differ from previous testing in that the longer

version of the trunk was used on a1ll experiments,

scope2

A one-tenth scale model of the CC-1IS Buffalo aircraft was used

to coniduc•: these tests. The model was dy~iamically and geometrically

similar to the full-scalb version according to the full-scale design

paiameters Ns found in\ Table II,

The effects of vertical velocity und attitude upon landing were

detenmined througf the use of drop tests. Vertical velocity was varied

between 0,0 and 12.5 fp. (full-N.cale value), while roll and pitch ranges

10



Lond~lia we•ohgt 39)1 lbs

WOO~~ (noso toQ tail) ?o ft

Mc.im•ui 00ik speed 12.6 fps

N~ximuom U-Ioad 3.6 g

Maximum l1ndinq pitch anglo 12 dogrloa

N~x1inum landing r'oll aiig1a 7. 5 dogroos

Nwo1nts of Inertia

Pitch 280.7810 fluo-ft,

Roll1 223 ,846 sIug-ft"

Yw 406,0000 sluo-ft 4

Wing, Spur• 79 ft

Trunk pressure, OCE 315 psfg

T runk pr'essur'e, IGEi 342 psfq

Cushion area 244 ft"

21.1

j-



wore 0.0 to -7.6 deqreo4 and 0.0 to 12,0 degrees, respectively. RolI

and pitch wero obierved alone and in combination with each other. These

drop tests were conducted at two different Initial design points (full-

scale values) of the ACLS;

IGE, PT - 342 psfg

OGE, PT - 315 psfg

Static tests in vertical stiffness, ACLS relationships, and pres-

sure footprints were examined from zero load on the ACLS up to four

times ma,,imum landing weight of the aircraft. This range exceeds the

maximum g-load of the aircraft by 1/2 g. The loads on the ACLS were

applied as follows for vertical stiffness and ACLS relationships:

1, Load over c.p.--OGE and IGE design modes. The load over the

c.p. was in addition to the model weight acting at the c.g.

2. Load over c.g.--OGE design mode.

Pressure footprint was examined at OGE mode with load over the c.g.

Roll stiffness was observed from 0.0 inch-pounds of torque to 46

inch-pounds of torque, while pitch stiffness was examined from -30.8

foot-pounds of torque to 20.2 foot-pounds of torque.

Braking tests were conducted with brake heights from 0.0 inches

to 2.60 inches.

The data and results gathered from this study are presented in the

form of graphs and tables in this report.

12
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CH. Apparatus

Introduction

This section will describe only that apparatus conmnon to all of

the tests. This equipment consisted of the one-tenth scale model,

cushion and trunk pressure manometers, stroboscope, a barometer, and

the platform used to conduct the testing. Other equipment used will

be described with the section to which that equipment is peculiar.

One-Tenth Scale Model

The model used for these tests was a one-tenth scale model of

the CC-115 Buffalo aircraft with the ACLS installed. Designed and built

by Bell Aerospace Company, the model is dynamically and geometrically

similar to its full-scale version. Figure 5 shows a sketch of the scale

model with its dimensions. As the drawing indicates, the model is 94.8

inches long with a wingspan of 115.2 inches. It is made of lightweight

materials consisting of balsa wood bulkheads and stringers with a molded

fiber gla:s skin 0.025 inches thick (Ref 1:346). The original horizontal

stabilizer provided with the model was not used. It was necessary to

use a lighter weight tail to keep the model center of gravity in the

desired location.

The trunk attached to the model wac fabricated from an unstretchable

material consisting of 2-3/4 ounces per square yard polyurethane coated

nylon. The trunk is constructed to a shape associated w;th nominal ACLS

13
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operating pressures during ground taxiing, and it is mechanically

attached with a metal strip fastener to the fuselage of the model

(Ref 1:350). Nylon tape was placed over the metal fastener to insure

no leakage. It should be noted that the full-scale vArsion of the

trunk consists of a stretchable material instead of unstretchable as

was used in these tests. A stretchable material trunk could not be

used since material is not presently available with the necessary load-

elongation characteristics (Ref 3:17).

Air is supplied to the trunk by two lightweight centrifugal fans

situated in the forward section of the model fuselage (see Fig. 5).

These fans are powered by a 1.4 horsepower A.C. electric motor (200 volts,

3-phase, 400 cycles) which is placed aft of the fans (Ref 1:350). The

motor was electrically powered as indicated by Fig. 6. Control of motor

rpm was accomplished at the rectifier by varying output voltage of the

rectifier to the inverter. Because the power necessary to operate the

motor was not directly available, the apparatus and connections shown

schematically by Fig. 6 were necessary. Fan performance was previously

calibrated and adjusted by the Bell Aerospace Company to simulate 640 to

800 horsepower per fan, which is the horsepower range to be used in the

full-scale air power supply. In these tests only the 640 horsepower case,

which is simulated by a fan rpm of 8600 was used. An electric cable was run

from the aircraft inverter to the motor installed in the fuselage to provide

power to the motor. The cable was so suspended as to not add weight to

the model or affect its motion durinu testing. Although only used for

drop tests, two pressure transducers and four accelerometers were installed

within the fuselage of the model as is indicated by Fig. 5. It was

ý. 1$



MAIN
POWER SUPPLY RECTIFIER INVERTER

220 VAC 0-32 VDC INPUT: 28 VDC

3 PH 0-200 AMPS OUTPUT:
60 CYCLES 115 VACI PH

400 CYCLES

or

208 VAC
3 PH

400 CYCLES

208 VAC
3 PH MOTOR

400 CYCLES

Fig. 6. Motor Power Supply

necessary to keep this equipment in the model for all tests in order to

maintain the desired weight and center of gravity location of the model.

The model was fixed at a weight of 39.1 pounds with the center of

gravity located as shown in Fig. 5: 32.4 inches aft of nose in the x

direction, 7.0 inches above the bottom of the fuselage hard structure in

the z direction, and 0.0 inches in the y direction. Moments of inertia

of this model were found to be 2.71 slug ft 2 in pitch, 4.55 slug ft 2 in

yaw, and 2.05 slug ft 2 in roll. Details concerning methods of checking

model similarity, trunk construction, pressure transducers, and acceler-

ometers are contained in Appendix A.

16
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Cushion and Trunk Pressure Manometers,

Stroboscope, Barometer

Before conducting each test the desired design conditions of

trunk pressure, cushion pressure, and tan rpm had to be-established.

After each test, atmospheric temperature and pressure were checked.

Cushion pressure and trunk pressure were obtained using water manometers

that were levelea and zeroed before each test. Fan rpm was verified

using a stroboscope. Atmospheric conditions were recorded from a mercury

filled barometer for pressure and a centigrade thermometer for temperature.

More detail on this equipment is found in Appendix B.

Testing Platform

All tests were conducted in Room 102, Building 255, Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Within this room was a wooden platform

122.0 inL long, 98.0 inches wide, and 30.5 inches high, on which the

model was situated for all testing.

17
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!IIl. Drop Tests

Purpose

Drop tests were conducted to measure the effects oF vertical

velocity and attitude of the aircraft on the p~rformarce of the Air

Cushion Landing System during a lant. ,ng. These effects were observed

in the reactions of cushion pressure, trunk'pressure, and g-loads at

the center of gravity of the model. Tests were run at two full-scale

design conditions: trunk pressure at 342 psfg, IGE, and trunk pressure

at 315 psfg, OGE. When an aircraft with the ACLS approaches the runway

for a landing, it is considered in an OGE condition, and trunk pressire

should be held at 315 psfg. When the CC-115 aircraft is IGE, trunk

pressure trim valves are autumatically opened. Vent holes (Fig. 1) are

exposed and the valves adjust to keep the trunk pressure at 342 psfg.

The model does riot have the capability to change pressures as it approaches

the platform. If trunk pressure was set at 34 psfg, IGE, and the model

was raised above the platform, the trunk pressure dropped to 26 psfg.

When trunk pressure was set at 32 psfg, OGE, and lowered to the platform,

trunk pressure rose to 39 psfg. It was thus decided to run tests at both

design points to cover the full range of possible pressures during an

actual landing. The AFFOL quarter-scale model tests were run IGE while

Bell tenth-scale model tests were run OGE. Therefore, the mrdel was

released at a lower than normal pressure during the AFFDL tests, while

the model bounced at a higher than normal pressure during the Bell tests.

Conducting tests at both conditions also enabled a more complete comparison

to be made to the short trunk tests.

18



Equipment and Procedures (IGE and OGE)

The same equipment was used to conduct OGE and IGE tests. Two

Statham differential pressure transducers were mounted in the model

fuselage to measure trunk pressure and cushion pressure with a range of

±0.5 psi. Four Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation accelerometers

with ranges of ±5 g's were used to measure g-loads or accelerations at

the nose, port nacelle, center of gravity, and along the longitudinal

axis of the model. Although this report discusses only the data from

the c.g. accelerometer, the data from the other accelerometers were

recorded and can be used for angular accelera.tion determination in pitch

and roll.

The signals received by the transducers and accelerometers were

fed into a Bell and Howell Datatape, VR-3700B, recorder and signal con-

ditioning unit from which the data were simultaneously sent to a magnetic

tape and a Honeywell Visicorder. The raw data were received at the

Honeywell Visicorder in the form of traces on photosensitive paper.

From these traces the final data were reduced.

A detailed description and iocation of pressure transducers and

receiving equipment is given in Appendix B. In addition to the above

measuring equipment, two high-speed motion picture cameras (500 frames

per second) were used to observe model reactions during a drop.

In order to simulate vertical velocity the model was treated much

like an object released from a certain height and allowed to fall to the

ground under the effects of gravity. Assuming no drag on the object,

the distance through which it falls can be calculated from

d v�t/2ge (1)
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V Thus for a specific terminal velocity, 'the object must be raised to a

specific height and released. It was also assumed and verified that

drag on the model was negligible during a drop. Maximum drop height was

2.9 inches which simulated a full-scale velocity of 12.5 fps, or 4.0 fps

in tenth-scale terms.

The model was supported above the platform as shown in the photo-

graph in Fig. 7. Cables and pressure tubing to the model were suspended

so as not to interfere with model reactions or weight during and after

the drop. Drop height was measured from the lowest point on the inflated

trunk to the platform by means of a wooden spacer bar as shown in the

photograph in Fig. 8. As such, the model attained the desired sink rate

as soon as the trunk touched the ground. 'riefly, a test run consisted

of adjusting trunk pressure to desired design corndition, adjusting model

attitude to desired pitch and roll, placing model at desired drop height,

turning on recording equipment and movie cameras, and releasing model

from its support.

Specific details on the test drop procedures and data reduction

are explained in Appendix B..

General Results of All Dro, Tests

A drop test involved some key events which can be defined as

fo I ows:

Release--the instant the model is released from its support,

g-load - 0.0 g, time - 0.0 seconds,

Tou(:h--the time when the trunk touches the platform as indicdted

by the first in•,rease in trunk pressuire from initial conditions.

,120



Fig. 7. Model Support for Drop Test

Fig. 8. Drop Height Measurement
21
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Peak Pressures--the time of highest pressure in trunk and

cushion due to the drop.

Peak Load--the time of highest accelerations or g-loads

encountered during the drop.

Top of First Bounce--the midpoint of the time span when g-loads

and :ushion pressure approach or reach a zero value. After

the model reaches peak pressure and g-load conditions, cushion

and trunk pressure react to push the model awdy from the plat-

form. The top of the first bounce is the rnak of that upward

travel.

Figure 9 is a plot of a typical drop test at a full-scale sink

rate of 12.5 fps with -7.5 degrees initial roll angle. The key events

are pointed out directly on the curve. Cushion pressure at release is

always zero while trunk pressure starts out at a value depending on the

initial design mode of OGE or IGE. The sraph of Fig. 9 is for the IGE

mode and trunk pressure begins at 25 ps2. OGE mode trunk pressure

begins at 32 psfg. Touch times vary from 0.030 seconds to 0.130 seconds

depending on the desired sink rate. Since Fig. 9 is that of a 12.5 fps

drop, touch occurred ;,t approximately 0.13 seconds. At touch, trunk

pressure is still at its initial value; but cushion pressure has begun

to increase since the model is appruaching the floor of the platform and

beginning to enclose the cushion air beneath the fuselaqe. Loads are

still at a zero level since no appreciable forces are yet felt by the

model. Peak trunk pressures generally occurred 0.160 to 0.210 seconds

after release, reaching levels from 43 to 62 psfg depending on attitude,

sink rate, and OGE or IGE design mode. If the model hard structure did

22
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au'ti~t .10,0ifid~toly the "wiw Oovw (to( 00Th womda), Ilat'd ~t;teour

contkt Nrik pook cushlon prossuiv toucckar oi ow~i; 'A ,1ý,v

4fte1' peak trunk o',oswu*e, PNOik cuslhon o snuroi roachod valvil f'ixw

32 to 49 psfýj (Il 'idinq on ottitudo, 00w ;'*to, orid W~ or WE~ t~iuip

Poek loOdi octirlod at tpprox!mately the same instant or slightly

Ofter peak prtosi.uros (+0,00V' wvonds)o SinCO theY 41rQ 4 reiUlt Of PPOK-

sure t-actioni, Pe-ik lod6 vwried from 2,2 to 4,3 9-load, fo' Llt,

wit hout anl niti al I"" dotu•es of' pitch, doponding orf the otLh•r intiaIl

conditions, A pitch angle of 12 dogreas caused hArd structure contact

and resulted in ki-loads from ' , to 5,1 g dopending on sink rate, Il

the 12-degroe pitch ,dsos g-loads peaked imm-ediately after pvak teunk

priussure occurred,

The top of the tirst bounce generally occurred from 0.300 to 0.j50

seconds after release depending \in initial conditiuns. At this point)

the trunk pressure sougnt a pressure level near Its initial value at

r'lease, and it usually came within 12 psf of that initial value. Cushion

pressure approached a level from 0 to 2 psfg. Both cushion and trunk

pressures sought their Initial values since the model is out of ground

effect at the top of the first bounce, as it was at release, The ulost

important reactions and greatest changes in pressure and g-load occur

during this period up to the first bounce.

An important observation concerning all but the initial 12-degree

pitch drop tests can be made by a simple calculation of cushion pressure

times cushion area at peak g-ioading. The g-loading of the aircraft is

-i24
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4 •i•wourt of m Offactivo woight at, th• contor of gravity dt ayv lnstant,

If the uwhion aOsorbh all tho lood due to impact, thon tho vANQ of'

g-loading times the woight of the aircraft would oqual cushion pressure

times the aroa of the cushion, The roiults of those tests revealedu

that tho, 9-loading, or Offe4tive weight of the model on tho ACLS, equals

Sreultant fortct 10 to 20 noundN of force abovo PC*AC, This result

tldicito that t~ho cushion is absorbing almn.t all the impact load,

resulting iIn 3 minimal ooidnt ýF tOunk flattening. It is the desire of

the ACLS syutem that the cushion absorb as much of the load as possible.

This result waii not true for the 12-dogreo pitch tests with and without

roll, sfinc, the model hard structurt made contact with the floor of the

platfotiii at the time of peak g-load. In this case cushion pressure was

much below trunk pressure at the time of contact, forcnS the trui-,t Citd

hard structure to absorb the Inpact load, Thus, test resuits indicate

12-.degree pitch attitudes are prohibitive to a landing on the CC-ll5

with ACLS.

High-speed movies of 'the drop tests revealed some interesting

model reactions due to initial attitude settings at all sink rates.

Even though the model was dropped at an initial attitude of no roll or

pitch, the model would pitch ,lightly aft, or positive, as it cam'e close

to the floor of the platfori. The pitching is due to the fact that

the center of gravity of the model is 2.2 inches aft of the center of

pressure of the ACLS. As such, the model would land on the rear portion

of the trunk first and then pitch slightly forvard. When the lwodel wasI. placed in arn initial -7.5 degree roll attitude and no pitch, it would

remain in that rolled attitude until all bounces dampened out. At that



point the model would roll out of its initial -7.5 degree roll to a

level attitude. This roll effect was also observed in the AFFDL quarter-

scale tests (Ref 3:36). There was less bouncing after the first bounce

in the rolled condition than with no roll.

With an initial 6 degrees of pitch and no roll, the movies showed

the model would remain at the 6-degree pitch attitude until touch. At

touch the model wuuld pitch forward as much as 6 degrees depending on

sink rate. When -7.5 degrees of roll was added to the initial conditions,

the model would remain at the initial roll and pitch attitude until touch.

After touch, the model pitched forward as with pure pitch b',t i mained at

the -7.5 degree roil attitude utVi most of cne bouncing of •iie model

dampened out; and then Lhe model rolled to a level attitude.

An initial 12 degrees of pitch with and without roll caused the

rear of the model's hard structure to make contact with the platform at

all sink rates whether OGE or IGE design mode.

Results of IGE (In Ground Effect) Dro Tests

The IGE drop tests were conducted with an initial trunk prescure

of approximately 34 psfg and an IGE hover cushion pressure of approxi-

mateiy 16 psfg. Drop tests in the IGE condition were conducted at the

following full-scale sink speeds and attitudes:

Full Scale Speed Modol Speed Pitch/Roll
(fps) (-ps) (Degrees)

12.5 4.0 0/0, 0/-7.5, 6/0, 6/-7.5, 1210, 12/-7.5

11.0 3.5 0/0, 0/-7.5, 6/0, 6/-7.5, 12/0, 12/-7.5

1.0 2.5 0/0, 0/-7.5, 6/0, 6/-7.5, 12/0, 12/-7.5

5.0 1.6 0/0, 12/0

3.0 1.0 0/0, 12/0
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These values were chosen to cover the full range of possible

landing speeds and attitudes of the CC-115 aircraft during a landing.

Effects of Sink Rate on Peak Pressures and Loads at the Center

of GRavitX. Graphs on Figures 10 to 15 show the aifects of full-scale

sink rate on pez *;runk and cushion pressures and peak loads at the

center of gravyu, fo." each initial attitude. The graphs demonstrate a

trerd that a decrease in sink rate or vertical velocity will cause a

decrease in the peak, or highest values, of pressures and loads which

occur during the first bounce of the air••ft. upon landing. The decrease

is as one would intuitively expect, since forces on the structure would

be lower at lower sink rates. The rate of decrease is affected by the

initial attitude of the model during the drop. In the case of the 0.0

degree roll and 12.0 degree pitch drop, peak trunk and cushion pressures

were not noticeably affected by decreases in vertical velocity below

11.0 fps (see Fig. 14). In all other attitudes the decrease was signif-

icant. Depending on the initial attitude and sink rate from 3.0 to

12.5 fps, trunk pressure varied from 43 to 62 psfg; cushion pressure

varied from 32 to 49 psfg; and g-loads varied from 2.2 to 4.2 g-loading,

excluding hard structure contact where g-loading reached 5.1 g at 12.5 fps.

The quarter-scale tests conducted by AFFDL were run at the same

conditions but with the model center of gravity directly over the ACLS

center of pressure. The results of those tests showed that decreasing

sink rate did not cause peak loads to decrease when the model was released

with no roll or pitch. All other attitudes of the AFFOL tests showed

that decrease in peak conditions was due to decrease in sink rate (Ref

3:32). The probable reason for the different results obtained with

tie two models lies in the lccation of the model center of gravity.
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Fig. 11. Effects of Sink Rate on Peak Conditions, 0= 0.0, 0 - -7.5
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With the center of gravity over the center of pressure, as in the quarter-

scale model, the weight and pressure loads occur directly on the center

of the ACLS trunk and cushion durin' a level drop; and, thereforeý this

positioning results in an evenly distributed load over the ACLS for

all sink rates.
Sink rate did not affect the test results in any other manner than

indicated above. Therefore, only the 12.5 fps vertical velocity drops

will be discussed. These drops covered the full range of desired

attitudes and show the worst possible conditions for a landing. Pressure

and g-load values at key events for the IGE tests at 11.0, 8.0, 5.0,

and 3.0 fps are found in Appendix C.

Effects of Attitude on Trunk and Cushion Pressures. Figure 16

shows the effects of initial attitude on the response of trunk pressure.

The increase in pitch angle from 0.0 degrees to 6.0 degrees increased

the peak pressure 11 psf and delayed it about 0.04 seconds. Increasing

the pitch to 12 degrees caused the model hard structure to hit the plat-

form. This hit may account for the decrease in pressure and a more level

pressure distribution over time than at 0.0 degrees and 6.0 degrees pitch.

The model hard structure has probably absorbed a portion of the load

that the trunk and cushion would have normally supported, and this fact

caused-decreased trunk pressure.

K •Roll does not appear to alter the basic shape of the trunk

pressure-time curve except to increase the time for the peak condition

to occur by about 0.03 seconds. Pressures peak at approximately the same

level for both the 0.0 and -7.5 degree roll cases.

When roll is placed in combination with pitch, the responses of

k •trunk pressure match very closely to those in which tCa model was pitched
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but not rolled. The model hard structure also hit when the model landed

at -7.5 degrees roll, 12.0 degrees pitch. The addition of roll to pitch

seems to slightly decrease the trunk pressure by about 7 psf.

Figure 17 shows the effects of initial attitude on cushion pres-

sure. Cushion pressure seems to react in the same manner as did trunk

pressure between 0.0 and 6.0 degrees pitch. Cushion pressure 6.0

degrees pitch was 5 psf higher at peak conditions than at 0.0 degrees

pitch, and the peak at 6.0 degrees was of shorter duration. Cushion

pressure at 12.0 degrees pitch showed twc leveling periods on the approach

to peak conditions. The leveling is due to hard structure contact with

the platform. Due to the hard structure contact with the platform,

peak cushion pressures at the 12.0 degree drops occurred as much as

0.09 seconds later than other attitudes tested. The area under the

curves of Fig. 17 is a measure of the reaction force exerted on the

fuselage during the drop. The area under the 12.0 degree pitch curves

is considerably less than under the other two curves; and this indicates

that the cushion did not absorb as much of the load as it would have if

the model hard structure had not made contact with the platforn. This,

of course, is an undesirable condition. Load should be absorbed by the

cushion.

As with the trunk pressure, roll does not alter the basic shape

of cushion pressure-time curve. Peak pressures are 3 psf less than with

no roll, and peak event time is delayed by about 0.02 seconds.

Combining roll and pitch makes the cushion pressure curves follow

the same trend as for pure pitch with delayed event times and decreased

pressures probably due to the roll angle.
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Combined Dynamic Responses of Trunk Pressure, Cushion Pressure,

and Center-of-Gravity Loads. Figures 18 to 23 show the dynamic responses

of trunk pressure, cushion pressure, and center of gravity g-loads of

the model for each attitude tested at the 12.5 fps full-scale sink rate.

Drop tests conducted at lower sink rates provided the same basic shape

of curve at each attitude as those discussed here, except that the curves

rose to lower values of pressure and g-loads due to decreased sink rates.

The graphs presented in this section depict responses during the time

for the model to reach the top of the first bounce. Beyond that point,

no significant variations in the responses were observed; and it is

assumed that pilot control could change the responses of the system.

Thus those events are not reported here.

Figures 18 and 19 show responsec (or a level drop and a -7.5

degree roll drop, respectively. Figure 18 also contains points from a

similar AFFDL quarter-scale model test with the short trunk. Comparison

of Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 aaAin shows that roll has a minimal effect on

the dynamic responses of the system. The pressures did not cause exces-

sively high g-loads keeping the forces due to impact to a reasonable

level. The leveling of pressure after peak conditions may be due to a

resurge of power to the fans after the force of initial impact. When

load on the fans is relieved after peak conditions, the fans could rotate

faster, providing more air to the system and thus more pressure.

Figure 18 also contains points from AFFDL quarter-scale tests at

the same initial conditions. Note that peak trunk pressure was 29 psf

higher, peak cushion pressure 14 psf higher, and peak g-load about 1

g-load higher than the tenth-scale tests with a longer trunk. Peak

pressure conditions also occurred about 0.03 seconds sooner on the
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quarter-scale tests as compared to the tenth-scale tests. Quarter-scale

results show a quicker decrease in pressure after peak conditions. This

fact is attributable to fan stall whic) occurred on the quarter-scale

tests (Ref 3:30). This fan stall was not present in the tenth-scale

tests covered in this report; and thus the fans of the two models show

different flow characteristics. The quarter-scale model tested by AFFDL

used two axial flow fans, while tenth-scale tests used two centrifugal

fans. Peak loads on the AFFDL quarter-scale tests occurred 0.100 seconds

after peak pressures, while peak loads on tenth-scale tests occurred

approximately at the same time as peak pressures.

Figures 20 and 21 show responses at 0.0 degrees roll and 6.0

degrees pitch and -7.5 degrees roll and 6.0 degrees pitch, respectively.

No quarter-scale comparis•..is were available for these tests. Note the

effects of pitch creating sharp peaks in cushion and trunk pressure as

well as center-of-gravity g-load. Again note pressure leveling after

peak conditions probably due to an increase in fan rotation after peak

conditions.

Figures 22 and 23 snow responses at 0.0 degrees roll and 12.0

degrees pitch, and -7.5 degrees roll and 12 degrees pitch, respectively.

The aft portion of the model hard structure next to the rear trunk attach-

ment hit the platform in both cases as is shown by the high value of

g-loads (4.6 and 5.1 g-load) at the center of gravity and the erratic

behavior of g-loads after the frst peak trunk pressure. The hard struc-

ture contact has probably sent vibrations through the fuselage to the

accelerometer causing this erratic behavior after peak g-load. Unlike

previo,', tests discussed, both 12.0 degree pitch cases showed peak cushion

pressure occurring about 0.07 seconds after peak trunk pressure. This
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Xr delay is probably attributable to the fact that at 12.0 degrees of pitch

there is not enough of the cushion air entrapped to absorb the initial

impact. After the initial impact~the model pitches forward entrapping

more air in the cushion and causing a late cushion pressure peak. Quarter-

scale results are plotted for a 10.0 degree pitch attitude in both graphs

instead of 12.0, which was not performed on AFFDL quarter-scale tests.

Quarter-scale points appear to show the similar trend for late cushion

pressure peak as on tenth-scale, since the quarter-scale model also hit

hard structure. Initial peak trunk pressures were 10 tn 16 psf higher

on quarter-scale short trunk results compared to the longer trunk of

tenth-scale tests.

Results of OGE (Out of Ground Effect) Drop Tests

The OGE Design condition drop tests were conducted by using a

trunk pressure equal to 32 psfg. When placed in ground effect the trunk

pressure rose to 39 psfg and the cushion pressure to 16 psfg. Tlhus the

OGE design point essentially placed the trunk pressure at a higher initial

value, as the trunk comes near to the platform, than the IGE tests already

discussed.

Since the results of the IGE tests indicated that sink rate only

affected peak values, it was decided to conduct OGE tests only at two

full-scale sink rates of 12.5 fps and 8.0 fps. Attitudes of the model

for both sink rates were as follows:

Pitch Roll
(degrees) (degrees)

0.0 010
0.0 -7.5

6.0 0.06.0 -7.5
12.0 0.0
12.0 -7.5
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The effects of sink rate on peak conditions and the effects of

attitude on trunk and cushion pressures were the same as for the IGE

tests. The model hard structure again made cotitact with the platform

when the pitch angle was 12 degrees with and without roll.

The dynamic responses of trunk pressure, cushion pressure, and

center-of-gravity g-load correspond very closely to those found during

the IGE tests except that cushion pressure was about 0 to 7 psf higher

and trunk pressure 4 to 10 psf higher over the same interval of time.

Center-of-gravity g-loads were about the same for both IGE and OGE tests,

and key events also occurred at approximately the same time. The rise

in pressures is attributable to the higher initial trunk pressure, which

the OGE design mode calls for at the beginning of a drop. An example

of the results of a drop at a sink rate of 12.5 fps with no rnll or pitch

is found in Fig. 24. Plots of the remaining attitudes at the 12.5 fps

sink rate as well as tabular listings of key event values for the 8.0

fps OGE drops are contained in Appendix C.

A comparison with the tests conducted bythe Bell Aerospace Company

on the tenth-scale model with the short trunk is found in Table Ill. Only

peak values were available from the Bell tests as found in the report by

Coles (Ref 1). The Bell tests were conducted with the model adjusted

to approximately the same dynamic and geometric characteristics as the

tests of this report except for the shorter trunk. Bell tests were not

performed at exactly the same sink rates and attitudes; and, therefore,

comparisons were made to an approximately matching attitude and sink

rate. The comparison shows trunk pressure, and center-of-gravity g-loads

to be about 0 to 36% higher, depending on sink rate and attitude, with
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TABLE III
Comparison of Long and Short Trunk Peak Values

!LL Scale Mode1. OGE Design Mode
(Values in parentheses t9rrespond to short trunk.
Short trunk values taken from Bell tests (Ref 1I.)

Sink Speed Pitch Roll PC PT Gc.g.
(fps) (degrees) (degrees) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

12.5 (12.7) 0.0 (1.0) 0.0 (-0.5) 51 (54) 60 (81) 3.3 (4.2)

12.5 (12.7) 0.0 (-0.5) -7.5 (6.0) 46 (55) 58 (76) 3.2 (4.4)

12.5 (12.7) 6.0 (5.5) 0.0 (-0.5) 56 (54) 66 (71) 4.0 (4.5)

12.5 (12.7) 6.0 (6.0) -7.5 (5.0) 47 (52) 61 (77) 3.7 (4.6)

8.0 (7.4) 0.0 (1.0) 0.0 (0.5) 46 (47) 56 (64) 3.7 (3.0)

8.0 (9.1) 0.0 (-0.5) -7.5 (6.0) 42 (49) 56 (73) 3.1 (4.1)

8.0 (9.1) 6.0 (6.0) 0.0 (0.0) 48 (47) 60 (70) 3.3 (3.9)

8.0 (9.1) 6.0 (6.0) -7.5 (5.5) 43 (47) 58 (71) 3.3 (4.0)

Phsi,;al Comparison of the Two Models Tested

Bell Short Trunk Long Trunk

Gross weight (lbs) 39.3 39.1

Center of gravity (inches)

X from nose 32.5 32.4

Z from bottom 7.5 7.0

Moments of inertia (slug-ft 2 )

Pitch 3.45 2.71

Yaw 5.01 4.55

Roll 2.49 2.05
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1P,

the short trunk than with the long trunk as was the case with the same

comparison for the IGE quarter-scale and tenth-scale results. Cushion

pressures were generally 0 to 20% higher in Bell tests as compared to the

tests of this report. Both tenth-scale short trunk and long trunk tests

did not exhibit any fan stall during a drop.

N.4
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IV. Static Tests

Introduction

Static tests were performed on the model to obtain stiffness of

the ACLS in level, pitched, and rolled attitudes as it applied to the

CC-116 aircraft. In conjunction with the level tests, a static pressure

footprint of the system was obtained, and equilibrium relationships of

cushion pressure, bag deflection, and area of trunk contact were developed.

Equilibrium relationships do not account for dynamic interactions, but these

results can be used as a baseline in predicting responses to various

dynamic Inputs. Level or vertical stiffness tests were conducted with

loads, in addition to the model weight, applied over the center of pres-

sure in both the OGE and IGE design mode. The effects of the OGE and IGE

design modes will be compared. In addition, load was applied over the

center of gravity in the OGE design mode. The results of the center-of-

gravity loading will be compared to center-of-pressure loading in the OGE

design case. The pressure footprints were obtained with load over the

center of gravity in the OGE design mod,.

Ygrtl-l Sttiffness

Prgjdureand-Equipment. A level, or vertical loading, test was

conducted by first adjusting tru, pressure to desired OGE or IGE con.-

dition. Trunk pressures for each condition were the same as those of the

drop tests. Loads on the ACLS from 0.0 pounds up to the weight of the

model, 39.1 pounds, ware applied by placing a lifting force on the model

and thereby decreasing the normal model weight on the ACLS. Beyond 39.,
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pounds, load was applied in the form of lead-shot bags weighing approxi-

mately 10 pounds each. Thus, above 39.1 pounds, load on the ACLS con-

sisted of the model weight of 39.1 pounds acting at the c.g. plus the

additional load over the c.g. or c.p. The center of the bags was placed

on top of the model fuselage direc..ly above the center of gravity or

center of pressure, whichever case was being tested. At each applied

load the model attitude and center-of-gravity height above the platform

were measured. Cushion and trunk pressures were also measured using

'-•ater manometers. The quarter-scale results compared here were obtained

from Vaughan (Ref 3). More details on procedure, apparatus, and data

reduction are found in Appendix D.

Load Over Center of Pressure, OGE, and IGE. Figure 25 shows a

vertical stiffness curve for the OGE and IGE design conditions. The

graph depicts how much the ACLS trunk deflects for each load applied on

the ACLS. The stiffness increases rapidly up to approximately 20 pounds

of load, then up to approximately 75 pounds of load the system stiffness

remains constant at about 125 pounds per inch deflection. The quarter-

scale tests of AFFDL were conducted from 39.1 to 84 pounds load and showed

a stiffness of 89.6 pounds per inch deflection. The difference between

the quarter and tenth-scale tests, IGE, was the trunk length. The results

seem to indicate a stiffer system by 35 pounds per in•ch deflection for the

longer trunk.

Beyond 75 pounds of load, stiffness began to decrease, decreasing

more for each Zpc led load up to 160 pounds or 4.1 g's. Above 75 pounds

the tests performed in the OGE condition indicated a greater stiffness

than IGE. Increased stiffness is due to ",h increased trunk pressures

of the OGE design condition which work to crvate a more rigid trunk
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structure at the higher loads.

Area of trunk flattening or- contct can bvs obtainedI using tht

following '-elationship -for a model In a static condition with no vartical

accel~eration (Ref 3:15):

WA P0A0 + PTAT + Aerodynamic lift +Weight on brakes (2)

Since there is n1o weight oin the brakes and no air flow over the body, the

last two terms are zero. Thereforn, by solvinni for AT with the remaining

terms,

AT -. (3)

Above 39.1 pounds, trne area of the cushion AC may, be assumed constant

(Ref 3:15), which for the tenth-scale long trunk was 2.44 square feet.

Knowing the load Wjk applied on the cushion, cushion pressure, trunk pres-
sure, and area of cushlio., one may easily obtain the trunk contact area.

Below J'9.1 pounds of 'load on the ACLS, the model is being lifted above

the platform and the trunk flattening area is zero. In this case any load

being supported by the ACLS is being done iolely by the cushion pressureA

on the cushion area.

Figure 26 demonstrates how area of trunk flattening changes with
respect to ACLS deflection and also height of the model center of gravity

above the ground. An increase in deflection or decrease in center-of-

gravity height corresponds to increased loading. The data gathered from
the IGE and OGE tests show a linear relationiship between area and deflection

or height up to approximiately 2.6 inches deflection, 9.4 inches center-of-

gravity height. The slope of both curves 'irn the linear region is

approximately 0.5 ft2 per inch of deflection or center-of-gravity height.
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II

•111 t"Ott! o Wat~ for tlhok jwodsur'u tht 4VO4 of truilk colm it 4 trkt•
ta udt*m of t wtho :o tio'~lol of tihe L :r #o it itdep••dentt of trunk pl;SiueI

Vivw 'he 0140 mlow 4i•ewl ,- bV40L rV•t!• it the WIE coic only (Rot M).
tA

IIn tMo AffHWtul r rcle teota, tat 01 iigeO of 1oad4 wS• tiillet' 0t40 Ii

tUi totil-Sclo testk but tihe reduiting curve wi limer ifn the $a411 rogion

41 fe to t=•ith,,tole M4.l. The st!pa of the quar-tSei•16 line is

'op1iRatoly 0,1 ftt porl i"ch of d flection &howing 010o1 ,4Ar flattening

per itnh deflection ti', the thort tirO than the long trunk, This rosult

c-or pot)ndh to tho docrsee iW atiffnss f ••e shortor trunk as C01OI'*d

tho lbh o r trui'

Figure 0•4 ows tho vorl(atou of trunk pressure with area of trunk

contact in the 061E and IGfE caues. In addition, risultu from the AFFUL

quarte.r.scile tests in IGL PtKd tId e a plotted, Quarter-sclu short trunk

tests dom nstr~ate more area rontatvt for a spociflc pressure than do tenth-

scala long trunk touts, whcliU correceponds with th•e results which have been

discussod.

Figure ?8 deiromitrat.es how much of We toLa load the trunk supports

for each load on the ACLS. The percentage is calculated as follows:

1) A x 100 w % Load on A1. (4)
Wa

The remainder of the load is supported by the cushion. The IGE case, of

course, shows the trunk supporting more load than OGE; since OGE load-

&Aflection characteristics are stiffer, Quarter-scale tests with the

short trvnk show the trunk carrying considerably more load than the long

trunk. The long trunk design, therefore, shows tin improvement since It
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is more desirable to have the cushion support most of the load and thus

keep trunk flattening and possible surface-to-surface contact to a

minimum. Note also that trunk flattening did not occur with the long

trunk until approximately 60 pounds of load, while the short trunk of

the quarter-scale model showed flattening at the normal landing weight

of the model. The decrease in long trunk flattening is probably due to

the increase in cushion area caused by the longer trunk. As shown

in Fig. 29, the quarter-scale trunk and cushion pressures were about

the sime as those for the tenth-scale at IGE conditions. The increase

in cushion area of the long trunk allows more weight to be supported at

a given pressure.

Figure 29 also compares OGE to IGE pressures. Trunk pressure in

the OGE mode was 4 to 7 psf higher than in the IGE mode as expected, and

the cushion pressure was about 2 psf higher above 39.1 pounds. Below

39.1 pounds of load on the ACLS, the cushion pressures were the same for

both cases.

Cushion to trunk pressure ratio (PC/PT), a dimensionless scaling

parameter for the ACLS, increased from 0.5 for 39.1 pounds of load on ACLS

to about 0.9 for 160 pounds of load on ACLS as shown in Fig. 30.

Effects of Shifting Load From C.P. to C.G., OGE. In addition to

loads over the center of pressure, the model was also loaded over the

center of gravity with the design point set in the OGE condition. This

section will compare the effects of shifting load concentration from
over the center of pressure to over the center of gravity, both in the
OGE design condition. No quarter-scale results for Il J over the center
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of gravity with the center of pressure forward of the center of gravity

are available.

Figure 31 shows the model center-of-gravity deflection for each.

load. When 39.1 pounds. or more, of load is applied over the center of

gravity, the stiffness of the ACLS decreases as compared to applying load

over the center of pressure. When load is applied over the center of

gravity the model begins to pitch and increases that pitch with increasing

load as shown by Fig. 32. This pitching is due to the fact that the

center of gravity of the model is 2.2 inches aft of the center of pressure

of the ACLS. Thus a load at the center of gravity causes the aft portion

of the trunk to deflect, which in turn forces the model to pitch. When

load is applied over the center of pressure the ACLS deflection is

distributed evenly over the whole trunk, preventing a pitching of the

model.

Figure 33 shows the variation of trunk area contact with center of

gravity deflection for each load. The position of the load does not affect

this relationship as the graph in Fig. 33 demonstrates. The graph is

linear up to 2.6 inches of deflection with a slope of 0.5 ft 2 per inch

deflection, as was the case with a similar graph discussed in the last

section. With the load over the center of pressure, the area was evenly

distributed fore and aft of the center of pressure; but with the load over

the center of gravity that same area is apparently concentrated aft of

the center of pressure due to the pitching of the model. 7 34 ,

the variation of trunk pressure with contact area for both load positions.

Figure 35 shows how much of the total load the trunk supports with A

load over the center of gravity and load over the center of pressure. Due

--- -. 57
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to the pitching of the model, more load is being supported by the trunk

when the load is over the center of gravity. The trunk began to support

load immediately after the load was increased above the normal hover

weý 't of 39.1 pounds and leveled off at 30 percent of the total load

from 140 to 160 pounds of load. A load of 160 pounds is equivalent to

a 4.1 g-load on the aircraft. These static loading tests show that even

at high g-loads most of the force will be absorbed by, the air cushion.

Beyond 39.1 pounds slightly less trunk pressure ard cushion pres-

sure are required for load support, when that load is applied over the

center of gravity as compared to over the center of pressure. This

variation of pressure with load is depicted in Fig. 36. The decrease can

only be attributable to the pitching of the model due to the load being

over the center of gravity. With the model so pitched, the forward por-

tion of the trunk is receiving a smaller portion of the load and is also

rising ibove the floor allowing some air in the cushion cavity to escape

to the atmosphere. This Flow was felt by hand at the forward part of the

trunk. The escape of air would force cushion pressure to decrease due

to the pitched attitude as compared to a level attitude where the cushion

air is more entrapped by the trunk. The trunk now supports more load,

and since trunk contact area is greater with loads over the center of

gravity, lower trunk pressures are required with center-of-gravity

loading than center-of-pressure loading for the same load. Figure 37

shows the variation of cushion to trunk pressure ratio with load for the

two loading positions.

Roll Stiffness

Roll stiffness of the ACLS was obtained by applying a torque about

the center of gravity of the model in the roll plane and then measuring
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the roll angle caused for' each torque value. Initial tihlnk pressure

was set to the 1%.E design mode. The torque was created by placing i

load at the starboard wing tip of the model and using the wing as a

moment arm about the center of gravity. in order to maintain a constant

load on the ACLS during torquing, a load equal in magnitude but opposite

in direction to the torque load was applied at the center of gravity of

the model. More details concernino procedure are found in Appendix D.

The present configuration for the CC-115 with ACLS attached has

the center of gravity aft of the center of pressure of 'he ACLS. As

was explained in the vertical stiffnp'- section, this causes the model

to pitch in the positive direction. In the hover condition, 39.1 pounds

of load on ACLS, the model is pitched at an angle of 2 degrees (see Fig.

32). In order to sirrilate an actual rolling situation the model was

left in this initial pitched condition during roll stiffness tests.

This pitch angle did not change during the tests. The model vas torqued

in roll until the wing touched the platform.

The results of the rolling stiffness tests are presented as a.

stiffness curve in Fig. 38. The stiffness curve shows th.& as roll

angle increases, stiffness in roll (inch-lbs/degree) decreases.

Pitch Stiffness

To obtain pitch stiffness of the ACLS, the model was torqued dbout

its center of gravity in the pitching plane, and the pitch angle was

,easured for each torque valoe applied. The trunk pressure was adjusted

to the IGE dvsiqý; condition, Positive and negative torque were obtained

ty placing a load at the Lail of the fuselage and using the fuselage as
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tho woot ir'Ji Aý fit re) I , tho lo~d on tile fk(1, wiio ý#pt ot iicnsd

39.1 pound,. til imodol weight, by dpplyint, oqu1l and oppoitv loads at

the cunter of qmiVoL.Y. Moro dotail.s on p'otedure And datW rdu'ýtlon ar'

foutin in Appendix 0.

As explained above, thhe model has an initial 2 dogroo pitch anglei

at the zero torque condition about tho center of gravity, The pitch

stiffness results are dapicted In a stiffness curve shown in Fig, 39.

Tha curve is quite lintler from -2.0 deQrees to 5.2 degreas of pitch;

however, the slope of positive torque ia difilerent than negative torque.

From 2.2 degrees to 5.2 degrees, pitch stiffness is approximately 3.3

foot-pounds per degroa pitch, while from -2,0 degrees to 2.2 degrees,

pitch stiffness increases to 6.2 foot-pounds per degree of pitch. This

variation in stittness is again due to the center of gravity location

being aft of the center of pressure. More torque was necessary to force

the model to pitch forward than aft of its nominal 2 degree pitch hover

attitude. Aft hard structure of the model touches the floor at 11.2

degrees of pitch, while forward hard structure touched at -6.0 degrees

pitch. Stiffness decreases quickly beyond both linear regions of the

curve.

Pressure Footprint

To examine the pressure being felt by a landing surface beneath an

"aircraft equipped with ACLS, it was necessary to obtain a pressure foot-

print of the model. 'These tests were accomplished for the case of the

load over the center of gravity and with initial trunk pressure set at

32 psfg in the WGE design condition.
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T'ho proutro footprint wag obtainad by imbedding a plate witlhI, p•4wra Ptapt which wara I inch apairt on the tost platfonm as shown

it, '.o- 40, An ovorld.y of the trunk and cushion as it would Appear in

its normal hover condition is aiso shown in Pig, 40, with 36 taps running

directly beneath the moael longitudinal centerline and 12 additional taps

running perpendicular to the longitudinal axis out to the port side of

the model, The modal was placed on the plate so that the ACLS center of

pressure would be directly above the inteirsection of the two lines of

taps. Taps were placed only on the port side due to the syruinetry of the

system along the roll plane of the model, Tubing was run from the taps

to a Scanivalve which measured all 48 pressure points in 20 seconds. The

Scanivalve is a special pressure transducer whose operation is explained

in Appendix D. The pressure signals from the transducer were collected

in the same manner as was done for the pressure transducer of the drop

tests with final data appearing as traces on photosensitive paper. A

typical test run consisted of adjusting trunk pressure, applying desired

load over the center of gravity, recording pressure tap signals, and

recording trunk and cushion pressures from water manometers. Pressure
footprints were obtained for each of nine loads on the ACLS: 0, 5, 39.1,

59, 80, 100, 120, 140, and 160 pounds. Loads were applied using the same

procedure as in the vertical stiffness tests. More details on the equip-

ment used, the procedures followed, and data reduction are found in

Appendix D.

The pressure footprint was plotted on graphs as pressure versus

pressure tap location from the center of pressure of the ACLS for each

load applied. The case for zero load resulted in no pressure on the floor,
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as was expected, and was not plotted. Figures 41 to 48 show the pressure

profiles for each of the loads tested as well as the trunk and cushion

pressure during the test. Negative pressures result from the flow &f

air from the cushion cavity beneath the trunk passing over taps directly

outside of the trunk periphery. Since it was difficult to maintain the

model in its desired positon over the taps as more load was applied,

some points on the plots often vary from one position to the next. The

curve drawn through these points gives an average value of the pressure

at those approximate locations.

Figure 42 shows the floor pressure with the model at its normal

landing weight and hover condition. Containment of air in the cushion

by the trunk is obvious from the increased pressure near the center,

which drops off slightly as the forward portion of the trunk is

approached. Floor pressure beneath the cushion was the same or at most

I psf higher than the cushion pressure. This difference is probably due

to some air flow from the vent holes in the trunk directly onto the pres-

sure taps beneath them. With the center of gravity aft of the center of

pressure, the model becomes pitched, as has been explained; and this

pitching allows more air flow out of the forward cushion area than

anywhere else. This last fact can probably account for the decreased

pressure under the forward portion of the trunk as compared to the rear

portion.

Figures 43 to 48 show pressure footprints with loads above normal

hover weight. Note that pressures b'ýneath the forward trunk and cushion

are about I to 2 psf higher than aircraft cushion pressure; and the addi-

tional load is now causing part of the rear trunk to flatten out, which
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is demonstrated by a sharp increase in pressure on the floor to a point

very near or equal to trunk pressure. As more load is applied, the trunk

flattening area becomes larger, and the distance over which the increased

-- , prescre on the floor is being felt also increases. This distance is a

measure of the width of the rear trunk flattening. Note that the port

side of the floor pressure is near cushion pressure, indicating no trunk

contact for all loads. In general, the floor pressure was slightly higher

than aircraft cushion pessure, unless the trunk flattened, in which case

floor pressure approached or equalled trunk pressure.

If enough taps were available to measure around the entire surface

beneath the model, one could obtain an approximate shape of the trunk

flattening or contact area by noting the distance over which the floor

pressures approach the trunk pressure. A plot could then be laid out

showing the approximatc trunk flattening or contact area where high pres-

sures were recorded. A measurement of this nature would require more

equipment and a more elaborate pressure recording procedure. Bazed on

data gathered from pressure footprint tests of this report, the trunk

contact a;-ea, for model loading over the center of gravity, probably takes

on an approximate shape as shown in Fig. 4J. The Qlt portion nf the

trunk from the center of pressure location aft, begins contact with

increasing area towards the rear. This total area increases with

increasing load.
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V. Static Braking Tests

Introduction

Braking of an ACLS equipped aircraft was briefly described in the

introduction of this report. In order to brake thk aircraft, ctu'n1io,

pressure must be decreased allowing a portion of aircraft weight to be

shifted onto the brakes. The cushion pressure is decreased by inflating

brake pillows which increase in height from the ground. Raising the

trunk allows more cushion air to escape, thus decreasing cushion pressure.

Cushion pressure can then be thought of as a function of brake height,

and it is important to know how much brake height is necessary to achieve

a cushion pressure which will allow the aircraft to decelerate at a

desirable rate when brakes are applied. To determine this relationship

of brake height to cushion pressure and deceleration, braking tests were

conducted on the tenth-scale model. Data discussed ir 6his report up to

this point have shown the responses and effects of the ACLS to a landing

or hovering attitude. The brak .j data enhance the previous results 1y

showing the static responses and effects of the ACLS in a braking or

decelerating mrt-. The braking tests conducted were of a static nature

which demonstrate the effects of brake height on cushion p-essu e Vrunk

pressure, and drag or deceleration.

Eguipment and Procedures

Brakes were simulated with wooden blocks and rubber pads for each

brake height dccordinr to dirtensions shown in Fig. 50. The ACLS is designed
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"us~e s in of ithas hraka pill ows aLachvd to th at ~t porticot of t~he

Pu nk, as w,, slhuwn in the Introdu,'ti o, to thin, report (sa, I I., 1),

tist.,W w&,rt conduc t.,d Ait six brain0 , heitshd ,; 0 0, 0,!57, 1,011, 1,5i, '2. ONl

and 2.,60 Inchos, aiM1ludin. rubher nPads. An eVxplan1nt ion of the brako

s1imulation andI at, lt,•ct'hmon1t IB• fould Ii Appondix I

Ue-for' brke,, ,Ar applIidd, tihe full- scale aircr'aft would ha ve an

IGL trunk pressure equal to W42 psfg. Applying hrMakes would chn'loe trunk

and cushion pressures, To simulate a simllar s Ituation the model had yo

he set into an IGL design mode with trunk pr',ssure aquJ to 34 psfq, IOQ

without brakes, lrake blcLks had to be attached t the NI flaoted trunk

while thie model wa!s above the pi latf or0cm, out of Qrounid effect, PrevIou, ,

tests had shown .ho t w-lliever the ,odoh. was raisedl out of grotno effect

IlrIru the hov coI' 0uii I ola. a tiullno pressure of 34 psfil, It;[, tht' t runk

tra•et.•re won Iaul drop to Wb ps• ', OUt . Th1' .rofore, for braking ,Lest;s t he

110 el was set. at C 26 psfq, OL . I1 b ru keF, wore not. attachlied, raisinw the

i.trulk above the platformn fleoo', triunk pres sure would hove returned to

54 psfg when the m(,:nodel was lower'ed tO tei hovuir condition, IGE , With

thtis procedure., the proper IGE design 11iod0 roul (d be easily obtdaIined with

the brakes attached. For each brake height tested, cushion pressure and

trunk pressure were measured from tho water nmanometers. In addition, the

model was pulled at Its center' of gravity, and the force required to Mnke

the model just begin to mlove was m•usured by use of a spring scale with

a range from 0 to 25 pounds. rhe force moasured was a static drag or

frictional force. The coefficient of friction between the rubber pads of

the brakes and the brown paper surface on the platformi was found to be

08, which is a typical coefficient of friction between a normal runway
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ci~.I tht i in t.:i' pull tIh A' onI I ,,t u I I ktt. I Is0 t t n k hi i1 c hks

|WJ Il trukro t-I-n * I uwor ost ho mdl a• lh wo tu lit p1,o iA , ii su r 1(ir

t 1r'UI1"d k1f e s 1 ;1oi l n IO I n p 1,0 , m ii lin t11v mol , .111d it, i, I i, Ilo (Iprao or

for, f o f m h(. pu I) More1t~ A~tt I I S 01) prOCV0411T , OkJU piI 1nt , ~nd (11

VNIIC t.1011 11'0 f0L1flJ iii )`tpeni1'1 L .I

Luri nt i nit! ~1 pull tosts oll brMk hoitihs of 2,60 mid 2,.08 inchus,

it vms not.Acootil i two .los t forworil trakets wou)(d pivot arokm%1 thitr

. .. . . . ....... ...........

Fig. 51. [-orward Brake Tilting

from being in contact with the surface, The tiltinq is due to the solid

construction of Ohe simuiated brake pillows. Full-scale brake pillows,

constructed of an elastic material, would compress. In order to simLlate

that compression, the forward wooden blocks for each of the two heights

:imentioned were modified as shown in Fig. 52. rhe edge of the block was

sanded down until proper contact area of 2.54 square inches was obtained.
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niq, 52. rorward Brakes Modification

The blocks were placed in this condition only for pull tests to obtain

a proper dra9 value on a required contict area. The overall h•ight of

the six brakes at 2.60 inches arid 2.008 inches was not altered duriing the

pull y this adjustiment. Cuhi on and trunk pressures were obtained before

and after the adJustment, and these also did not change. The blocks of

the lower brake heights did not exhibit this compressing effect at the

first motion of the model and were not altered.

Figure 53 shows how brake height affects trunk and cushion pressure.

Cushion pressure decreased most rapidly between 0.57 and 1.08 inches of

brake height, indicating a possible transition point betweern these two

brake heights which greatly affects the cushion pressure. This transition

is probably attributable to a critical distance above which the jet cur-

tain around the trunk periphery ceases to provide a seal to maintain a

high cushion pressure. When the jet curtain is broken in this manner,

the cushion pressure is decreased. Trunk pressure decreased as brake
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height was incroa•-d to 1.56 inches and then 'leveled off and gradually

increased with increasing brake height. As brake height was increased

the model began pitching forward; and abowe 1.56 inches of brake height

the forward portion of the trunk began to compress and flatten, causing

the increase in trunk pressure.

The effects of brake height on static drag are shown in Fig. 54.

Note the sharp increase in drag for brake !ieights from 0.57 inches to

1.08 inches. The rapid decrease in cu!0,h'on pressure within this region

has placed more load on the brakes, forcing the brake drag of the model

to increase, Additional brake height above 1.00 inches dIs not increase

dray appreciably.

Deceleration rates for each brake height were calculated from the

drag data. The method of calculation is found in Appendix E. Figure

55 shows the effects of brake height on deceleration in terms of ge's

(I ge - 32.2 ft/sec2 ). Deceleration, being a function of drag, follows

the same pattern as drag, showing a rapid increase up to 1,08 inches of

brake height. Above that point deceleration is almost constant at

approximately 0.34 ge The increase in brake height had no substantial

effect on the deceleration rate above 1,08 inches of brake height, and

thus brake heights above that point provide no worthwhile improvement in

braking.

Figures 56 to 60 are photographs of the starboard side of the

Smcd!l showing the brakes attached to the trunk. Figures 59 and 60 show

the rear portion of the trunk above the floor for brake heiShts of 2.60

and 2.08 inches, respectively (numbers shown on model are approximate

brake heights). The rear trunk was raised by the brakes approximately
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Fig. 56. Starboard View of Brakes, 2. 60 Inches

Fig. 57. Starboard View of Brakes, 2.08 inches
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Fig. 5C. Vieu.ar, r/i -P -Pela 1 ;1 inches

Fig. 59. Starboard View of Brakes, 1.08 inches

Fig. 60, Starboard View of Brakes, .57 inches
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1.5 inches above the floor for the 2.60 inches brake height and approxi-

mately 3/4 inch for the 2.08 inches brake height. At other brake heights,

the rear portion of the trunk maintained its normal hover attitude.

The amount of lcad being carried by the brakes can be calculated

if the trunk area contact is assumed to be zero. With trunk area being

zero the equilibrium equation discussed in Chapter IV becomes

Wa = PcAc + Fb

where Fb is the vertical load on the brakes. The air cushion provides

negligible friction; therefore, the drag on the system duriny braking is

entirely due to the brakes, and

Fb = Drag/vt (5)

From the braking data, it was apparent that trunk contact area

only began above 1.56 inches of brake height. This fact was observed in

increased trunk pressure above 1.56 inches as was discussed. Thus, up

to 1.56 inches, the load on the brakes may be calculated as shown above.

This calculation reveals that the ' oport as much as 42% of the

total load at 1.56 inches of . bove that height the trunk

begins to support a portion ,reased brake height offers

no advantage to braking or dCC, discussed.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

An experimental investigation of the Air Cushion Landing System

has bean conducted with a one-tenth scale model of the CC-115 ACLS equipped

aircraft. The collected data have revealed the following conclusions:

1. The cushion absorbs most of the impact load due to the vertical

velocity at all full-scale sink rates from O.u to 12.5 fps except for a

12.0 degree initial pitch attitude with and without roll. Pitch attitudes

of 12.0 degrees caused the hard structure of the model to make contact

with the flcor. A comparison of the long and short trunk tests revealed

that trunk pressures and center-of-gravity loading were as much as 36%

higher In the AFFDL and Bell short trunk drop tests as compared to the long

trunk tests of this report. Cushion pressures of the AFFDL and Bell short

trunk tests were as much as 20% higher than long trunk tests.

2. Vertical stiffness of Lie tenth-scale long trunk was approximatel.

125 pounds per inch of trunk defiection between 20 and 75 pounds of load on

the ACLS.

3. Forward, or positive, pitch stiffness was found to be about

88% greater than the aft pitch stiffness of 3.3 foot-pounds per degree of

pitch. Roll stiffness increased with increasing angle up to 4b inch-pounds

of required torque for a 16-degree roll angle.

4. Up to loads of 4.1 times the model weight the presszre footprint

of the ACLS never exceeded the trunk pressure at that loading. The trunk

pressure of the model at 4.1 times the model weight was 55 psfg.
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t 5~. Braking tests revealed that br'a~t pillows above 1.08 incnes.

of tenth-scale brake height did not incr'ease dvýeieration rates. beyond

about 0.34 g.

Recommendati ons

Based on the results of It-his study t.he following reconbanendations

are made:

1. Data from the drop tests revealed differences in ACLS responses

between the tenth-scale model and the quarter-scale model due to the diff-

ferent fan characteristics of the two models. An ir-vestigatn I shoUld be

made to observc how the ACLS is affected by the use of a centrifugal f low

fan air supply as opposed to an axial flow fant air supply. The investi-

gation should also reveal the benefits and cdisacvaintaye,, to f&2of the one

system as compared to the other.

2. Theoretical cornputer :node of the At hudhe deeloped

incorporating the results qathered from thstudy.
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ýC11 COWINWPA't. fn.dI Adi~ 0), , ,pt f aiCA01a .21d lcatio, Oi$ Of Al

Oq~u ipilon t 11140c~ 1 lud III tht~iod Iuo Arv prov idod,

I'll Sicya4 00101mw ,I l of tho M0,101 dild I rvrk

Al I1 phy s i k, I di I o! Ion~ %w so''s 0i n1j5paiii, ruu 1 k;tl Ienýth 'And

k idth li nd trunk I eriq (hl k~rv h likud tind vor I f i ti ri! beo i Ilk t~qI vi nti

0o to al I)SC t (I IiiioiiN I or'.S byý LI S I III) tll-ý ;C~ 0 1 I'A) 1 pa'AI1k) tV IS (tJUnd III I AVIV

I oif ChapkLor 1. 111 h "riml, %1,15 t tc by 0" Il1i I Adrospttko ('0Ci11np1y,

mid It's Spec if icot lolls I:, Cli 061. Intl atvd COnd I ion ( t runK pl-05su:'d

ps p f ( ) (I I, a f ouid Ii [I I- I

B3e ro re ad",u s tiI)( the mode~ I crier ot fary it-yI ec A tlo 101 ftI floc o)5-

5411"' equ I iwint. WcAF in t.S lU e 11Pi n the mo.de. Th is 0Uq i Pu~i' t cons S% tt~d 0 f

the C01n1 uti aucl taiiý , thiis mot 01' to ro0t.~t! Oth fernIS, tW0 PIVtS sa re tlldli-

ducers, and four' accelerometers, The fans and the motor ware described

in Chapter 1 I. Spec~ifli'tioris on the pressure ti-tisduw&ers and the

accelerometers are as follows:

Pressure Tr~ansducer's (2):
Statham Differential Pressure, LBallows Transducer
Model PL. 283TC*-OI>535O
Range: 0. b psi
Low 0ide ýantad to atmosphere
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#A

A

•L-

Nr

Uorc~d ~wt~ti n4-1 /4

Mi

Aft st iflht 4-1 /-1

Aft conto v I i n o

Ii~rtrh trom A to B3 (Incho5)

Forward C.ontou rlin I I./~
F'or•,•rd straght 4-1/4

Aft straight 14-1/4

Aft centerlinu 11-1/4

Jet no zlos, Aj

nialiatatr of each (incwhs) 0.034

"Total Aj ares (sq in'hs) 3.32

Uistantcd ST 0-1--11s) 3,075

Distance 5O (Inches) 0.615

Cushion vent orificos, :v

Number of holes 34

Diameter of each h•c1 (inches) 0.5

Trunk length, L (inches) 38-1/16

Fig. 61. 1rkink Specifications of Tenth-Scale Model (From Ref 1:351)
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Model *4 ,-O•,K.,flflfl'1

I hiv I)"c it tOn ot thi S equipmelnt oll t lit 11o~il I A rokind I n F 11) 62 Il

dAdd i (ion to th hi iuil unt , pl Altic tN011n0 wAS led f'roll the model to

the manomllw tors mtoiA.ur'• tatic trunk 0n1I 4A~tic cushion prom uro

directly wh•en •L • model w4, in an oquIlibrium condition. This, tubing

a'l'an•11ent11t is al so 'hown In 11t, 62, Althou£1h t~ps for cushion pr'swure

measured by the transducwr and thie mAnoi iotar were at two diff ierentt loca-

tions, tho rosul tIn'm vl uas of' thi two locations were eqUAl, The center

of 9vlity a tcol im' tor was placed (S close tW tht wodol centor or

Oravi ty as pos ,,bti, The ran motor location provented the accelerometer

from being exiactly (at. the center of gjravtity,

WO iUjp, a 1) (1 en toP 0of Glviýty ot)LITi na tion

After ill equipmont, excluding plastic tubing, was installed, the

model was wtighqd on a Toledo i,,le which has a rinnge from 0 to 800

pounds in l,/2-pound Increments. The model weighed 38.0 pounds. The

model was left at this weight to adjust the center of gravity location.

The model center ot gravity was fixed and checked in each of three axes

as shown by Fig. 63. First, the location in the x-axls was adjusted by

balancing the model on two pivot points on the port and starboard sides

of the fuselage at the desired center of gravity location. Small weights

were addeu and subtracted at various locations on the model until it was

perfectly balanced on the pivoting stand as shown in Fig. 63. To establish

the venter of gravity location in the y and z directions, the model was

suspended by an eyelet hook in its tail via parachute cable from a beam
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4I

4, ~ ~ ~ 6 4. eii~

L, S 00 S I ON
IsRE PI ESSUR S, V I j w

NANOM E TER 0 MANOMEI'ER

•"•Y PT PC'IP
5  J TAP TAP 'TAP

_ ,TOP VI IEW

LEGEND

1.Q ACCELEROMETERS

•. PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

1 FORWARD ACCELEROMETER

2 WING ACCELEROMETER

3 CENTER OF GRAVITY ACCELEROMEfEP.

4 LONGITUDINAL ACCELEROMETER

(All dimensions In inches)

Fig. 62. Measuring Devices Installation
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SFig. 63. Center of Gravity Adjustment
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above the floor, and t.h model was allowed to hang froely. Naxt, a string

with a plurab bob was dr)pped along planes parallel to the y and z planor

directions as shown in Fig. 63. For the z direction, it was desired

that the plumb bob line would intersect the already fixed x center of

gravity point, as it so did. In the y direction, it was desired that

the plumb line would fall along the longitudinal centerline of the model,

as it also did. The model was again weighed, and additional weight was

added to the model center of gravity location to bring the model weight

up to the desired 39.1 pounds. To insure that the center of gravity had

not changed, the procedure to adjust the center of gravity was repeated,

and no changes were found to be necessary.

Moments of Inertia

After the weight and the cente,' of gravity were fixed, the moments

of inertia of the model were experimentally obtained in roll, pitch, and

yaw. To accomplish this measurement the model was hung from a support as

shown in Fig. 64 in each of the roll, pitch, and yaw planes. Hung in this

manner, the model was deflected from its equilibrium position in each

case and allowed to freely oscillate in the roll, pitch, and yaw pldnes.

The model was allowed to oscillate for a specific number of cycles, one

cycle consisting of the swing from one side of an arc to the other and

back to its initial position. While the number of cycles was counted,

an electric timer wa-, used to measure the duration of the specified number

of cycles. In this manner the frequency of oscillation was obtained,

the inverse of which is the period of oscillation T. Once the prriod,

the weight or mass of the model, and the pivot point distance fr.,i the
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PITCH

2"1 • .05 1Inchles

YAW

ROLL

Fig. 64. Model Positions for Moment of Inertia Determination
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center of gravty were known, the moments of inertia about the three axes
of pitch, yaw, and roll could be calculated using the following equation

for each plane:

MgeT 2 (
I W ~ (A-1)

4Tr 2

In order to obtain the period by this method, it was assumed that

drag on the model during oscillation was negligible. This experimental

procedure was performed several times in each plane in order to verify

the resuits. The moments of inertia of the model were found to be:

Pitch: 2.71 slug ft 2

Roll: 2.05 slug ft 2

Yaw: 4.55 slug ft'
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APPENDIX B

Equipment, Procedures, and Data Reductcon

For Drop Tests (OGE and IGE)

Introduction

This appendix discusses the electronic equipment, the procedures,

and the data reduction used to conduct the drop tests of Chapter III,

The discussion applies to both OGE and IGE drop tests.

Recording Equipment

In order to gather pressure and g-load data during a drop test,

two pressure transducers and four accelerometers had to be installed in

the model as was explained in Appendix A. The signals from these devices

were calibrated and then transmitted as shown by the schematic in Fig. 65.

SIGNALTAERCDR
CONDITIONER TAPE RECORDER

PRESSURE
TRANSDUCERS

AND
ACCELEROMETERS

TIMING UNIT

30 CPS
VISICORDER FILTER

Fig. 65. Electronic Signal Path
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The calibrated signals from these devices were fed into a Bell and Howell

Datatape recorder and signal conditioning unit where they were converted

into electronic impulses. These impulses were then recorded on magnetic

tape for later reproduction, if desired. At the same time the conditioned

signal was also fed into a 30 cycles per second filter to eliminate

undesirable noise in the signal. Froii, that point the filtered signal was

fed into a Honeywell Visicorder model 906AI680GH. Filters with frequencies

above and below 30 cps were tried and were found to either include too

much noise due to fan rpm or to eliminate data peaks that were considered

important. The visicorder transformed the filtered signal into traces on

Kodak Linagraph Direct Print Paper, which was 6 inches wide. All six

signals or traces were recorded on the 6 inch wide paper but were easily

discernible for data reduction. Attached to the Visicorcer was a Honeywell

Timing unit which provided timing lines across the width of the paper every

0.01 seconds. The paper was run in the Visicorder at 50 inches per second

for each drop test. Data reduction was performed directly from the traces

*of the Visicorder. The process of data reduction and accuracy will be

explained shortly.

Model Support Cables

The model was supported by three points as shown in Fig. 66.

Parachute cord was used to attach the three points at one central point.

This arrangement allowed pitch attitude to be adjusted by use of the

forward or nose cable and roll adjustment by use of the port and starboard

cable. From the central point another parachute cord was tied and fed

through an overhead pulley held up by an overhead hoist. The cable through

the pulley was fed onto a shaft of a Boston gear reduction unit with a 30
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Lu I ratio. The gear raduzer was located on the floor of the platform.

In this manner the overhead hoist was used for coarse height adjustment

and the gear reducer for fine adjustment. Cabling and pre!-sure tubing

to the model was supported by the overhead hoist in such a way as not to

interfere with the model motion or weight during a drop test. The model

was released at the desired time by cutting the cable tied to the gear

reducer with a pair of scissors.

Photography

Two high-speed cameras (500 frames per second) were situated as

shown in Fig. 67 for the drop tests. Cameras I and 2 were used for IGE

tests, and cameras 1 and 3 for OGE tests. Position of the cameras was

changed for the OGE tests merely to provide a different view of a drop test.

•/

45°

450 450

V3 /

Fig. 67. Camera Positions

Transducer and Accelerometer Calibration

At the beginning of each day of drop tests, all instrumentation

was calibrated. The two pressure transducers were calibrated simultaneously
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by placing a known air pressure, measured by a water maroometer,

directly to the measuring port of each transducer. At each pressure

of 0, 5, 10, and 12 inches of water the corresponding signal was

recorded on the Visicorder paper and its pressure value noted. The

accelerometers were calibrated using the normal force of gravity due

to the earth, and the fact that the accelerometers measure a(celeration

only in the plane in which they are mounted, When the model was level,

all accelerometers except that on the longitudinal axis were considered

at +1 a-load due to the 1 ge Of gravity. The longitudinal accelerometer

was considere(' at 0 ge acceleration. 0o obtain a -l g-load deflection

on all but the longitudinal axis accelerometer, the model was turned

upside down; and to record a +1 ge acceleration on the longitudinal

axis and 0 g-load on the remaining accelero,,et-ers, th;e modei ,,ds

placed on its nos3 perpendicular to the base ot tl, iongitudinl

accelerometer. This method is effective, si*nce the accelerorrCter, ..)ndly

measure loads or accelerations along the perpendicular axis to which

they are mounted. Thus when this axis ' placed [erperdicular to the

ge vector through the floor the accelerometer wiVl read zero. At each

position mentioned, the output siynal was relcorde.d;and its g-load or

acceleration value noted. Thus for each value of p.essure and g-load

er acceleration a corresponding deflection of the line trace on the

Visicorder paper was measured and a calibration fdctor developed in

terms nf the amount of pressure or g-load per inch deflection. The

calibration factors for each series of drop tests ar0 listed on

the rext page.
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Test T g
Numbar' (psfcq/inc~h) (ps fq/ inch) (q./ inrh) (g/inch) (Uj/ inch) (V, 1nCh)

1-9 32 2'1 2.0 2 .0 2,10
W.- 11 32 21 2.C0 2.0 2.0 .1

20 -29 31 20 1.9 12. 0 1 .9 2.0
36 -43 32 22 2.1 1 .9 1.

Note: Gn--?)IOse accelerometer, Gw--port in&cul 1e L1ccO otrometer,
h 2 -longitudinal accelarometer.

Trunk Prqssure._, Cushi onPressure,,

Initici& trunk pressure had to be adj ustad tu 34 PS fc (6 .6 1 nchas

of water) for, IGE tests and 32 psfg (6.05 inches of water) for OGE tet-,

In each case the desired trunk pressure~ was obtained by coveringc the vant

holes in the cushion cavity as shown In Fig. W9. 1 heao holus were cove.redc

using masking tape. FOUrteen holes----

were covered for the OGE mode and

twa) holts for -.he IGE mode. Cover- . .......----.- -

-Ing the holes rtics air flow

ouit of the trunk, thereby 1 ucreas-
C' 0 C' 0 0 0 Q' 0 C10 C? C, C) 0 C

ing trunk pressures and decreasing

air' supply to the cushion. The de-

sired trunk pressures were obtained
IGE MODE

with fans rot-ating cit 8600 pi-pm slrnu-

latin'3 a 640 full.-scale horsepower ~g .TukVn oe

supply. Trunk pressure in the equilibrium condition was measured by a

Mqriam Type W wate- matiometer with a range, from 0.0 to 40.0 iniches of

water. Cushion pressure was measured ir. the same corndition using a 15
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mibinld pitch and roll, tho dosirod OttituWe of thl Model was that tho

longitudiffil cQntir-of-gr\vity &.iO be at a SpOcific pitch an1l1e with

the plotfoom and that the modol also be rolled about the inclined longi-

tudinal axis. To obtain this desired position. it was neco sary to roll

the modal first around the longitudinal axis as was montionod above for

pure roll, Then with the desired roll angle adjusted, the longitudinal

axis was inclitnod, or pitched, vertically away from the floor of the

platformt (see Fig. 70) using the method for obtaining pura pitch as

previously described. Thus pitch was obtained without disturbingj roll.

In order to simulate the desired full..scale sink rate, the scaled

value of sink velocity was calculated using the scaling parameters. Then

by use of Eq 1, Chapter II1, the necessary drop heights were determined.

The drop heights for each full-scale sink rate were:

Full Scale Velocity Drop Height
(fps) (inches)

12.5 2.92

11.0 2.27

8.0 1.20

.5.0 0.47

3.0 0.17

Wooden blocks were constructed to the required dimensions and were used

as gauges to obtain desired drop height between the floor of the platform

and the lowest point on the inflated trunk. The mndel was considered at

the required drop height when the trunk just touched the top of the

wooden block.
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Checkl ist

The following checklist was used for each drop test run:

I. j•esgn Cn.dition Check

A. Check fan rpm

B. Check trunk pressure and cushion pressure

OGE
IGE

C. Shut power off

II. Attitude Adjustment

A. Check cable support

B. Tie cable to gear reducer pulley
C. Adjust pitch

D. Adjust roll

III. Test Run

A. Turn power on

B. Check trunk pressure (OGE or IGE)

C. Raise model with hoist to approximate drop height

0. Place model at desired height with wooden spacer bar and

gear reducer pulley

E. Check trunk pressure OGE

F. Turn on magnetic tape recorder

G. Turn on cameras

H. Turn on Visicorder at 50 inches per second

I. Cut cable support

J. Shut off Visicorder at +3 seconds after release

K. Shut off cameras at +5 seconds after release
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L. Shut off magnetic tape recorder

M. Measure following while model is IGE

Fan rpm

Trunk pressure

Cushion pressure

N. Shut off all power

0. Measure barometric pressure and temperature of atmosphere

Data Reduction

Data rediction was accomplished directly from pressure readings

off the manometers in the case of initial equilibrium trunk and cushion

pressure measurements and from the line traces of the Visicorder in the

case of the dynamic pressures and g-loads. Initial trunk and cushion

pressures were recorded in inches of water to the nearest 0.1 inch, but

this reading was converted to pounds per square foot to the nearest psfg

(I inch H20 = 5.2 psfg). When calibrations on the electronic equipment

were performed, the zero point of each pressure transducer and acceler-

ometer was noted. To reduce the traces to final data, the deflection of

each data trace from the zero point was measured with a ruler graduated

with tick marks every 0.02 inches. Data points were recoided at every

0.01 seconds and also at peak points between the 0.01 second marks. The

deflections were recorded and then multiplied by the appropriate calibra-

tion factors listed previously to obtain final data. Final data contain

the same number of significant figures as that of the multiplying factor

with the least number of significant figures. Thus final data are

accurate to 40.5 psfg and ±0.05 g-loads for pressure transducers and

accelerometers, respectively.
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The zero time from release point was determined from the acceler-

ometer traces. Before release the model is supported above the platform

in a stable condition, an~d the center-of-gravity accelerumeter was at a

+1 g-load level. When the model is released, the downward acceleration

of -1 ge changes the accelerometer trace to 0 g-load during free fall.

Thus the zero time from release point was noted as the first deflection

of the center-of-gravity accelerometer from the +1 g-load position.

Trace readings were usually made on the 0.01 second marker. The

distance between each marker was 0.5 inches, since the paper travel was

50 inches per second. Thus to obtain time between the 0.01 second

markers, the distance from the previous marker was measured in inches and

multiplied by 0.01 seconds/0.500 inches or 0.020 seconds per inch, and

that value was added to the time measured at the last marker. Time was

thus recorded to the nearest 0.001 seconds.
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APPENDIX C

IGE and OGE Drop Test Data

g This appendix contains data from the IGE and OGE drop tests not

specifically discussed in Chapter III. The data from the IGE mode are

only taken from the key events of release, touch, peak pressures, peak

loads, and top of the first bounce for the full-scale sink rates of 11.0,

8.0, 5.0, and 3.0 fps. Data from the OGE mode consist of graphs of the

12.5 fps, full-scale drops at the attitudes not discussed in Chapter III

as well as data at the key events of the 8.0 fps, full-scale, drops.

Data presented at key events are placed in tabular form from

Table IV to Table XXV, while graphs are found from Fig. 71 to Fig. 75.

The time in the tables is that from time of release of the model.

11
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TABLE IV
IGE Drop Test Data, 11.0 fps, 0 0.0, 0 = 0.0

(Test No. 27)

Time PT 1. PC I Gc.g

(sec) Event (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 26 0 0.0

0.100 Touch 26 2 0.0

0.140 Peak trunk pressure 49 40 2.6

0.149 Peak cushion pressure 48 41 2.9

0.180 Peak Gc.g.-load 47 38 3.2

0.290 Top of first bounce 25 1 0.2

TABLE V
IGE Drop Test Data, 11.0 fps, 0 0.0, 0 -7.5

(Test No. 13)

Time Event PT PC Gc.g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 25 0 0.0

0.114 Touch 25 3 0.0

0.165 Peak cushion pressure 47 39 3.1

0.174 Peak trunk pressure 50 38 2.9

0.196 Peak Gc.g.-load 49 36 3.3

0.345 Top of first bounce 2? 2 0.3
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TABLE VI
IGE Drop Test Data, 11.0 fps, e 6.0, ( 0.0

(Test No. 22)

Time Event PT PC Gc.g.
(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 26 0 0.0

0.113 Touch 26 2 0.0

0.192 Peak trunk pressure
and Gc.g.-load 58 44 3.8

0.196 Peak cushion pressure 56 45 3.8

0.366 Top of first bounce 28 1 0.0

TABLE VII

IGE Drop Test Data, 11.0 fps, 0 = 6.0, -7.5
(Test No. 19)

Time Event PT PC Gc.g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

U.000 Release ?7 0 0.0

0.120 Touch 27 2 0.0

0.190 Peak trunk pressure 56 3 3.4

0.194 Peak Gg-load 56 37 3.5

0.206 Peak cushion pressure 54 41 3.4

0,375 Top of first bounce 31 1 02
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TABLE VIII

IGE Drop Test Data, 11.0 fps, e = 12.0, 0 = 0.0
(Test No. 24)

Time Event PT PC Gc.g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 27 0 0.0

0.120 Touch 27 2 0.0

0.188 Peak trunk pressure 45 13 2.7

0.197 Peak Gc.g.-load 43 13 4.4

0.258 Peak cushion pressure 41 35 2.5

0.378 Top of first bounce 28 1 0.0

TABLE IX

IGE Drop Test Data, 11.0 fps, e - 12.0, 0 - -7.5
(Test No. 16)

Time EventPT PC Gc.g.
(sec) Event (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 26 0 0.0

0.116 Touch 26 1 0,0

0.183 First peak trunk pres-
sure and peak Gc.q.-load 39 4 4.8

0.259 Peak cushion pressure
and second peak trunk
pressure 43 33 2.5

0.440 Top of first bounce 30 0 0.6
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TABLE X

IGE Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, 0 - 0.0,. 0.0
(Test No. 28).

Time EventPT PC Gc.g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 28 0 0.0

0.070 Touch 28 3 0.0

0.137 Peak cushion pressure 52 41 2.8

0.138 Peak trunk pressure 53 40 2.9

0.144 Peak Gc.g.-load 52 39 3.0

0.250 Top of first bounce 28 3 0.2

TABLE XI

IGE Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, e 0.0, * -7.5
(Test No. 14)

Time Event PT PC Gc.g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 25 0 0.0

0.088 Touch 25 2 0.0

0.164 Peak pressure 50 37 2.8

0.174 Peak L -load 49 36 3.1

0.324 Top of first bounce 28 4 0.3
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TABLE XII

IGF Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, o 6.0, * 0,0
(Test No. 23)

Time Event PT PC Gc. 9 .

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 26 0 0.0

0.092 Touch 26 4 0.0

0.174 Peak trunk pressure
and Gc.g.-load 53 39 3.2

0.178 Peak cushion pressure 53 41 3i2

0.338 Top of first bounce 27 2 0.0

TABLE XIII

IGE Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, 6 6.0, 6 -7.5
(Test No. 20)

Time Event PT PC Gc.g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 27 0 0.0

0.095 Touch 27 2 0.0

0.189 Peak trunk pressure 54 35 3.2

0.201 Peak cushion pressure
and Gc.g.-load 52 39 3.3

0.342 Top of first bounce 28 1 0.2
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1AIA.[ XIV

IGE Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, U 12,0. 4 a (0,0
(T•st No. 11)

me Event CP, 1 ,
(sec) (PWsfg) (PIfj) (W-Ioad)

0.000 Ralaase 26 0 0M0

0.097 Touch 26 .2 0.0

0.184 First peak trunk

pressure 42 11 3.0

0.194 Pea`. Gc.g.-Ioud 41 13 3.4

0,257 Peak cushion pressure,
and second peak trunk
pressure 43 35 2'.4

0.334 Top of first bounce 24 0 0.0

TABLE XV

IGE Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, (3 - 12,0, o - -7.5
('Test No. 17)

Time Event PT PC Go.g.

(sec) (psfq) (psf 0) (0-1uad)

0.000 Release 25 0 0.0

0.093 Touch 25 1 0.0

0.169 First peak trunk
pressure 39 5 3.4

0.174 Peak Gc.g.-load 37 4 3.8

0.250 Peak cushion pressure
and second peak trunk
pressure 41 29 1.2

0.360 Top uf first bUInce 27 0 0.5
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,0 1l'otc 01,01 0,00A .60 joý

M,09 Pook 0, , oad and

0,110 Peak trunk pro~urv 401 35 215

0,224 Top of firut botm•;c 20t 6 0,2

F'AULF XVlII

IGL' Drop .:'st Uat,1, 5,() fp ,t)• 0 0 Z O € L,0
(Test No. 101)

,toeLye PT P:G(. C,4,
(SOC) (Psfg) (psfg) (tq-load)

0.000 Release 26 0 0,0

0.063 Touch 26 0,0

0.172 First peak trunk
pressure and GC.9-load 39 12 2.8

0.242 Peak cushion pressure
and second peak trunk
Pressure 43 36 2 ,4

0.347 Top of first bouince 2,51 0,.0

12(0
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TAMI XVVII1

14 rop loat Uatoi! $ 0 1foa U'~ t

Roo No , 0

A C

0.0iK01100 PO pivaguut' 44 3

0,106 Ptaik 44-I Od31

Q.00 Top of ftrst b " 0M3

TABLE XI1

hIG Drop Tost Umt, 3.0 fps, 0 , 1k,.. 0 0.0
(Tst No, 6)

T i me E*vnt P1I P C .fiS9,

((WO) jpfý) Q- a

0.000 Releasle 7 0.0

0.031 Touch 2 0 0.0

0.184 First poik truok
pressure 3ý, 18 2,3

0.220 Peak G, ..load and I
SOCov11 ak tru;k
pressure 43 3U 2.,

0.235 Peak cushion pressure 43 35 2.5

0.370 Top of first bounce 26 0 f,,O
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TABLE XX
OGE Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, e = 0.0,- 0.0

(Test No. 42)
Time Event PT PC Gc. g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 32 0 0.0

0.108 Touch 32 2 0.0

0.134 Peak trunk pressure 56 44 2.3

0.144 Peak cushion pressure 53 46 2.7

0.169 Peak Gc.g.-load 50 40 3.0

0.284 Top of first bounce 33 1 0.0

TABLE XXI
OGE Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, 0 = 0.0, 0 = -7.5

(Test No. 43)

Time Event TPC Gc.g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 32 0 0.0.

0.106 Touch 32 2 0.0

0.156 Peak trunk pressure 56 40 2.8

0.166 Peak cushion, pressure
and Gc.g.-load 55 42 3.1

0.336 Top of first bounce 36 1 0.2
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TABLE XXII

OGE Drop-Test Data, 8.0 fps, 0 = 6.0, 0 = 0.0
(Test No, 41)

Time Events PTC Gc.g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 32 0 0.0

0.109 Touch 32 4 0.0

0.180 Peak trunk pressure 60 47 3.3

0.184 Peak cushion pressure
and Gc.g.-load 60 48 3.3

0.350 Top of first bounce 35 0 0.0

TABLE XXIII

OGE Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, 0 = 6.0, o -7.5
(Test No. 39)

Time Event PT PC Gc.g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 32 0 0.0

0.107 Touch 32 1 0.0

0.189 Peak trunk -essure 58 35 3.1

0.202 Peak cushion p) iy,
and Gc.g.-loe 55 i 43 3.3

0.360 Top of first bounce 35 1 0.2
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TABLE XXIV

OGE Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, e 12.0, =0.0

(Test No. 33)

Time EventPCTGc.g.

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (9-load)

0.000 Release 32 0 0.0

0.108 Touch 32 2 0.0

0.184 Peak trunk pressure 52 9 2.1

0.195 Peak G. g.-od5 .6

0.261 Peak cushion pressure 45 38 2~1

0.374 Top of first bounce 34 2 0.0

TABLE XXV
OGE Drop Test Data, 8.0 fps, 8 12.0, =-7.5

(Test No. 35)

Time Pvn ~ C Gc 9g

(sec) (psfg) (psfg) (g-load)

0.000 Release 32 0 0.0

0.109 Touch 32 1 0.0

0.176 Peak trunk pressure 48 4 1.8

*0.187 Peak Gc~.la 45 1 4.3

*0.263 Peak cushion pressure 45 32 2.8

0.340 Top of first bounce 48 35 2.3
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APPENDIX D

Static Test Procedures and Uata teauction

Introduction

Details of load application, data collection, and data reduction

for the vertical stiffness, roll stiffness, pitch stiffness, and pressure

footprint tests are explained in this appendix.

Loading of Model Over Center of

Gravity and Center of Pressure

Loads for all the vertical loaa tests were applied using the same

methods. Under 39.1 pounds, load was removed on the ACLS by lifting the

model by its support cables using an overhead hoist. The support cables

were attached to a Chatillons spring scale with a range from 0 to 100

pounds in 1-pound increments. As the model was lifted, the scale measured

the lifting force. This lifting force was subtracted from the normal

weight of the model to obtain the load on the ACLS acting at the center

of gravity. Over 39.1 pounds the load was applied using lead shot bags,

18 inches long by 6 laches wide, weighing approximately 10 pounds each.

Twelve bags were used and numbered from I to 12, The bags were weighed

cumulatively, in the same order as they were used in the tests, on a

Toledo Scale with a range from 0 to 800 pounds in 1/2-pound increments;

and thus the loads are within 11/2 pound. The lead shot bags were placed

over the center of gravity or the center of pressure of the model as

shown in FiV. 76 to create the desired additional load over 39.1 pounds.

The load on the ACLS was applied after the design trunk pressure

was checked at a fan rotation of 8600 rpm in the hover load on ACLS con-

dition, 39.1 pounds. Load was applied in increments of 10 pounds.
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0 C.P 1
_ ri

LOAD OVER C.P. LOAD OVER C.G.

Fig. 76. Load Application

At each load, cushion pressure, trunk pressure, pitch attitude,

"and height of the center of gravity above the floor were measured. Pres-

sures were measured with the same water manometers used to measure initial

cushion and trunk pressures ot the drop tests. Pitch attitude was measured

using the same procedure used for pitch determination of the drop tests as

was explained in Appendix B. The center of gravity height above the floor

was measured using a 19-inch vernier-equipped ruler accurate to 0.001 inches.

Because of the model's slight movement during measurement it was decided

to reduce the accuracy of the center of gravity height measurement to the

nearest 0,1 inches or tO.05 inches. The measurement was made at the

center of gravity marker on the port side of the model fuselage. Thus the

following data were recorded at each load: cushion pressure, trunk pres-

sure, load, center of gravity height, pitch marker height.

Cushion and trunk pressure data were recorded in inches of water

and then converted to psfg, accurate to 0.b psfg. It was decided to
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keep the accuracy of this data to the same level as that of drop test

data.

The deflection of the trunk was calculated from the measurement

of the center of gravity height data. With zero load on the ACLS, there

was no deflection of the trunk, and the height of the center of gravity

above the floor at this point was considered the baseline or zero

reference. With H0 representing zero reference height and HL the height

at each load, deflection D is calculated as

D= Ho - HL (0-1)

Roll Stiffness

For roll stiffness, torque was applied about the model's center of

gravity as shown in Fig. 77. A plastic cup was attached to parachute cord

LR

LR si 0

x_2  

Ix 2

" I - -
LR COS~

X, = 7.1 inches

LR X2 = 57.5 Inches

Fig. 77. Roll Torque Application

which in turn was connected to the wing tip of the model on a line directly

starboard of the center of gravity and 7.1 inches above it. The cup, string,

and the lead weights used to create the torque were weighed on a Toledo
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Sc-flo with 0 "7-Pvu~i4 Mpiy id ticcut'1 to (.001 Pounids, Tho lodi

u,,od vangod f~roml 0.00 tO'o 0,800O( pký.nds. 'it) ~Itop tho loaud on tile AWL

At 39 'I pounds. d•,•'Ing roll Wt ffnoss tUsti, an approxim•mto load Oqual

in magnitude but oppotmto ill directloo to tho torque load wat Appltod at

the cen'.,tr of grvi ty of the model as shown fi) Fig, 77, Lift load was

created by rme overheAd hoist and measurod by a sprlnlg ,calo with a

25-pound range,

The roll angle was meaSureJ using the samo procedure for roll

determination as in the drop tests outlined in Appondix H. Ic should be

ni.ted that the model was pitched at 2 degrees during the roll angle

measurements; and thus, the height differences obtainod for roll angld

calculatiOn were not actually in the roll plane. However, the difference

between the correct height and the ....

heights actually measured was neg- PLANE OF :

ligible as can be seen in Fig. 78. HEIG•F T ROLL
MCASUP••' ELNT .. PLANL

Thus, the offset height was mea-

sured and used to determine tue / . .

roll arlgle to ±0.05 degrees. - -

For every load or toique L

applied, the following rawdata were H1  H1  H

collected: height of the center of Cos 6 cos(2 0 ) .999

gravity from the floor on tile port

and starboard side of the fuselage, Fig. 78. Roll Angle Measuremi. P.

and the load placed on the wing tip. From this collected data the roll

angle was calculated, as was explained in Appendix B, and the torque was

calculated using the following equation (see Fig. 77):

TR (in--lb) LR coso(57.5 in) + LR sinO(7.1 in) (D-2)
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ýVolll thig 1,004k'~Sud kl~to the i-oll wtiffI. I kmrvtJ W44i~~e Pl

Vol,~ piPý'h Nkfý0k lka wi a tpýid at the. tai t 1I h modoti

~ro4tinv P1'IW ýn4 And 110VOVOtkixu 6 boot U-0 vot Z'wv of Orovlq~ 44

04MAr fil ig ~14, 1110 I h~ WOr 104'd WA% pi e and ,1104%UrOO lin (ýKMIY

I,~ pound I Ix rooII!m 1t' V A i o tptloOil with A J5-Poulno rmlq'4 '110

1Wa w~v Appliod Itt 4 POl)t M 1V WOhoý Olvet'tcy oft of tho ventor of

Oravity andf 5. Inches o'ho-v~ it. o poki' ~htive W'i)uo tI~e 104d A

appliled in a downwAN~ sliroction focitij the nlodtl to pitch pouitively,

For 4mach t~oknwau'd load ipplia,,i, o lift forco oqual to tile lkoad wasplco

ak tile modol'!h cormtut of i'av it~y usifii the ovorhoAd hoist. A %lad lar

Spring icale t..ý that kused to Croate torquo load was ulod to Plemire tile

lI Irt I ood, Thto% the load on the ALS was i(opt At o constant JV poufldo.

T( Crottat nugative to!'qtie, a Ittcd Suppor'ted tile Spring scale abovo the

* ~~tali And t'orco wati appl led in tho upwai~i direction ftirc~i nc tho mcdo'l to

pitch negatively, Again, for earn lift torqqe load An vqual downw~ird

load was Applied over the center of gravity in thle fomi of 0,50-pound

load shot bags. The bags weto weighed on a Toledo Company scale with a

26-pound capacity and an accut'Acy to the nearest 0.001 pound. Pesitive

torque loads ranged from 0.0 to 6.0 pounds whils noq~tivo torque loads

ranged from 0,0 to 7.5 pounds. Thu pitch aii~lo was calculated from the

height difference moasuramonts, as was oxplainod in Appendix 8 for the

drop tests. The model, did nct roll durinq those tests.

-' Thus for each load or torque created, the f'ollowing daita were

collected. height. of the center of gravity above the floor, pitch angle

miarker height above thle floor, and the load applied. Fromi this cQllected
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data the pitch angle ms calculated tki ýV 06 dogroos, and positive torque

WQN clculated to the neareit 0.1 foot-pound using the following equotionI(100 Fig. 79.
lp' (ft-lb) mL~ Cos 0(§L. ft) + L in 1( p ft) (0-3)

Negaltiv torque accurate to the nedrest 0.1 ft-lb used the following

o~quation (me Fig. 79):

t (ft..lb) 1-~Lp cou O(W.-4ft) + L) unG(-k~fft) (D-4)

The re~duced data ware thon vied to create 4 pitch stiffness curve.

A pressure footprint was made for eoch of several loads on

the ACLS iwer the center of gravity. Tho loads were applied as

was exphlaned in -I-h begtnning of this appendix, Figure 40 of

Chapter ',V showed thfi arrangement of the pressure taps beneath the

ACLS, Figure 80 shows the plastic tubing connection to the plate

taps. The metal connector forced the plastic tubing against the walls

SA

A -TIGHT FIT TUBING

B -- METAL CONNECTOR~

(Note: AllI d~menslons g. 'BUNG TO SCANIVALVE
aire In Inches)

Fig. 80. Pressur'e Footprint Tubing Installation
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of the hole In the plate providing a tight, leak-free fit. Ten feet of.

plastic tubing was led from the metal connector of each tap to the 48

pressure vorts of the Scanivalve measuring instrument.

The Scaniywlve measured all 48 pressure taps in 20 seconds. The

Scanivalve measured these pressures with the use of one differential

pressure transducer, t2.5 psi range, vented to the atmosphere. Pressure

is supplied to the transducer by means of h rotating pressure pickup.

DTe operation of the Scanivalve is shown schematically in Fig. 81. Pres-

sure is being constantly supplied to each port from the plate. The pickup

PRESSURE PORTS
00 000 -- PORT MARKER SIGNAL VISICORDER

0• 4)000 PRESSURE SIGNAL

0
000~

PRESSURE -BELL AND HOWELL

TRANSDUCER DATATAPE

Fig. 81. Scanivalve Operation Schematic

rotates over each port in a sequential numbering order, picking up the

pressure and sending it to the transducer which measures that pressure

and outputs an electrical signal. Before a new port pressure is picked

up, the previous pressure in the rotating pickup tube is vented. The

,. pressure taps on the plate were numbered to correspond to the respective

pressure measuring ports on the Scanivalve. Pressure signals from the

transducer were sent to the Bell and Howell Datatape and Honeywell
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Visicorder in the same manner as were the drop test data. As the pressure

pickup rotated, it sent,,olt a marking signal to the Visicorder via the

signal conditioning unit on the Bell and Howell Datat6pe. This marking

signal was received on the Visicorder paper above the trace of the 48

piessures, and the marker identified where each presiure was taken. The

Honeywell Visicorder was allowed to run at 2 inches per second of paper

travel for 30 seconds at each load in order to record all 48 pressure taps.

The pressure transducer on the Scanivalve was calibrated before

the series of tests was run by supplying a known air pressure to one port

of the Scanivalve and recording the deflection caused by that pressure

on the Visicorder paper. Air pressures of 0, 5, 10, and 12 inches of

Swater were supplied to the transducer and recorded. The pressure was

measured with a 40-inch Type W Meriam water manometer. The calibration

factor used to reduce the data from the Visicorder traces was 21 psfg

per inch of trace deflection.

.or each load the following raw data were recorded: pressures at

the 48 taps, cushion pressure, trunk pressure, and load over the center

of gravity on the ACLS. The raw pressure data were reduced to final form

in the same manner as drop test data discussed in Appendix B but using

the calibration factor obtained above. Data were accurate to ±2 psfg

as was the calibration factor. Footprint pressures may be 1 to 2 psfg

higher than actual values, since pressures were recorded only on the low

side (±0.5 psi) of the ±2.5 psi transducer. The cushion and trunk pres-

sure data were recorded in inches of water and then converted to pounds

per square foot with an accuracy of ±0.5 psfg. These reduced data were

used to obtain the pressure footprints of Chapter IV.
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APPENDIX E

Brakingjtests.-iu t- Ouctio

Introduction

A discussion of brake modeling, the location of brake blocks,

details on brake test procedures, and data reduction methodsis scontained

in this appendix.

Brake Modeling

The brakln system of the ACLS was designed with the intent that

each brake pillow would have 300 square inches, full scale, of surface

contact during braking (Ref 3:7). Bell Aerospace has conducted full-scale

testing on a two-dimensional section of the CC-115 proposed trunk with a

brake pillow, and they have measured the contact area for an initial IGE

design trunk pressure of 342 psfg. Although unpublished, the results

have revealed that a brake contact area of 254 square inches, full scale,

per each brake pillow is the most to be expected. Attachment point and

surface contact dimensions are centered above and below each other and

should not change for varying brake heights in order to stay within the

designs of the braking system. Therefore, to simulate the brakes, wooden

blocks were constructed at the fixed attachment pcint and iurface contact

dimensions of Fig. 50 of Chapter V but with varying nominal heights of

2-1/2, 2, 1-1/2, 1, and 1/2 inches. Rubber pads, approximately 0.1 inch

thick and of the same surface contact dimensions as the blocks, were glued

to the contact area of the blocks in order to simulate a coefficient of

static friction of 0.8 betv:een the blocks and a brown paper surface on

the testing platform. The heights of the five sets of blocks including
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rubber pads were measured with a 19-inch vernier-equipped steel ruler-and

found to be as follows: 2.60, 2.08, 1.56, 1,.08, and 0.57 inches. The use

of wooden blocks was the only method capable of insuring:tha•, surface con-

tact area and brake height would remain at the desired values during a test.

Brake Block Locations

. , The-tenth-scale model trunk contained six locations where no jet

hblesWqre situated. Theselocations were areas where brake pillows

would nolrma~l'ly be attached. The 'locations of these.. six areas with respect

to,.the model's center of pressure on an inflated..trun.k Is fouhd'In.Fg, 82.

The forward to af n.gth of each area is 3.9 inches., "ach woog~ brake
block was centered on this 3.9 inches of le9gth long"the grQnd';angent

line of the trunk, as shown in Fig. 82. Two-way stickmasking tapp.. ws,

placed on the attachmant surface of each block to.recure the block to'

the trunk. In addition, strips of masking tape were used on the edges.

of the block and attached to the trunk to keep the blocks as .stationary

as possible with respect to the trunk during a&test.

Data Collection and Reduction

One test was run for each brake height, Brakes were aittached to

the trunk while it was inflated at an OGE trunk pressure of 26 psfg,

(4.8 inches of water). This is the OGE pressure for the normal IGE design

pressure of 34 psfg as was explained in Chapter V. After brakes were

attached, the model was lowered onto the platform with ACLS and brakes

supporting the full weight of the model. At that point trunk and cushion

pressures were measured on water manometers to ±0.05 inches of water.

After pressure measurements, the model was pulled forward by hand via a
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cable~attached directly to the model's center of gravity as shown in

Fig. 83. Attached to the cable wvas a spring scale with-a 0- to 25 pound

range'in 1/2 pound increments. Force was applied to the center of gravity

and observed on the spring scale unt'll the first forward. motion of the

brake~blou'k-i-was noticed. The force measured was the static drag or

frictional force due to the brakes and decreased cushion support. During

*the pull the cable was kept as parallel as possible to the floor of tile

testing platform.

Fig. 83. Pulling Model for Brake Drag

Thus for each test the following raw data were recorded: brake

height, cushion pressure, trunk pressure, and frictional force on the

spring scale. Cushion and trunk pressure readings in inches of water

were converted to pounds per square foot to ±0.5 psfg. Drag forces were

read directly from the spring scale to the nearest 0.5 pounds.

DecelL. .tion rates for each brake height were calculated from the

measured d~rag data. Assuming a constant forward velocity (zero accelera-

tion) before applying brakes, the drag force F felt by the brakes caused

deceleration AD; and

F =MAD (E-1)
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"where
WAM--w (E-2)ge

or

FF
ge = AD (E-3)

In teras of the number of ge's,

F

AD = F (E-4)
* A

In order to obtain accurate deceleration rates, each set of six

blocks was weighed and the weight was added to the initial 39.1 pounds

weight of the model. This net weight WA was used to obtain the decelera-

tion rate AD as shown above. The net weight of the model at each brake

height was as follows (±0.05 pounds):

Brake Height Model Net Weight
(inches) (pounds)

"2.60 41.6

2.08 41.1

1.56 40.6

1.08 39.9

0.57 39.3

0.00 39.1

These reduced data were used to formulate the graphs of Chapter V.
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